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CHAPTER I

INT.RODUCTORY
The fourteenth-century alliterative. metrical romance §.!.!:. Gnwain

~ ~

brilliant examples

or

Green Knight 1a one

medieval verso.

or

the moat

In spite of persist-

ent study, scholars have been unable to identify the poet,
but the genius of the man is ensily realized.

The Gawain-

poet, as he must be called, combines brilliant realism
with the fabulous, elenento of the Christian ideal with
pngnn folklore, as the nuances of mood balance on the exactness of wording and description.
Since the poem wo.a first published by Sir Frederick
I-'.adden in 1839, it has initiated much discussion and much
study.

For the most pnrt, tho emphasis of nineteenth and

twentieth century scholarship has boen placed on the interpretation of Sir Gnwa.in nnd the Green Knip;ht.
the question is an elusive one.

Unfortunately

Critics,, hoping to find a

clue to the meaning of the poom, have sought to trace . the
origins of the three b8sic motifa--the Beheading Game, the
Tenptot1on, the Exchnngo of
folklore patterns.

~/innings

themea--throueh vnrious

Contemporury scholarship has sought to

idontif'y tho archetypal patterns of the

of the Sir Gmm1n

~ ~

poo~·i.

Each element

Green Knight-- the ponto.ngle, the

2

shield, the colors of green and gold--hns
symbolic r.,enn1ng.

been exa.minod for

Numerous candidates have boon proposed ns

being the counterpart

or

Sir Gawain or the Green Knight.

~'he

concluding motto 1 nF..ony soyt qui mnl pence," hns led to the
suggestion of certain correlations between the poem and the
Order of the Garter.

In spite of such thorough nnalya1s,

critics have yet to ngree as to tho essentinl moaning or the

po om.
It will be the object of this paper to review the various approaches to the poem and to show that most

or

the avail-

able study nnd analysis tends to lend to one basic interpreta·tion. . The point of com?'iOn emphasis is that the poot lived
in an ago which sought to revitalize the ties with England's
glorious paat.

England of the fourteenth contury under the

direction of Edward I I I knew many successes on the bnttlefields
through tho vnlour of its armies nnd leaders.

England of tho

fourteenth century witnessed the founding of a now Round Tnble
and the Order of the Gnrter.

Both

orgnniz~tions

the chivalric code of the ancient Arthur.

hnrkened to

'l'he England of

the fourte8nth century evidenced the sophisticated society
of a court which had the le1aure to cultivate tho pleasantries of life and living.

Whether the poet knew or thought

of the archetypal patterns of which he mnde use can only be
surMised.

That the poet incorporated such patterns, coupled

with folklore motifs, to create a work which would champion

3
the chivalric idco.l cnn be rendily aeon:., Whether the poet
sought to eulogize a noted f ourteonth century horo can only
be surmised.

That the poet personified the kniehtly virtues

in the most perfect knight of Arthur's court cnn be readily
seen.

Whother the poem be definitely identified with the

Order of the Garter can only be surmised.

1'hnt the poem

makes use of oertaJ.n courtly traditions concerned with the
round1.ng of a royal order can be readily seen.

Viewing the

poem in such a way leads to tho inevitable conclusion that
the poct--regardless of specific personal inferencos--had a

ba.si.c nim, to illustrate how man could and should e.ct in the
most difficult of situations.

In short, the poet nought to

rovitol1ze tho ch1vnlr1c tradition, as u wny of life for the
fourteenth century, by showing the nobil1 t-y and signlficpnce
and strength 0£ such a tradition.
The poem deals with tho entry o!.' the Green Knight
amidst the Christmas festivities at Camelot.

He issues a

rather startling chnllan8e--ho will nccept a blow fron a
single knight in order to return tho blow a yenr hence.

Ga-

wain is the only lm1ght who steps forwo.rd and begs Arthur's
permission to nccept the chnllengo.

Permission is granted

and Gawain proccoda to behead the Green Knight who--in kniglt-

ly fnnhion--picka up his head and leaves with the instruction
that Gawain will find him at the Green Chapel tho noxt New
Yenr's day.

4
Activities of the year nro dealt with in a minimum
of detail until All Iiallow's Evo as Gawain prepares to seek
the Groen Chapel.

His search leads him through dangerous

forests and bouts with fantastic crenturos and the wintry

elements.
a.id.

In desperation, Gnwnin prays to the Virgin ror

His prayer ia ir.u':'ledia.toly answered whon ha finds Ber-

cilak' s cnatle nhead.

Gawain reaoho& the castle with its

warmth and comrort on Christmas Eve.

l~

is welcomed and

enjoys the holiday festivities and the hospitality of Bercilak and his wife.

Later in tho woek, Bercilak proposes

a game wherein he will hunt for threo days while Gnwain
rests nt the castlo.

Each evening the two will excha.ngo

any "prizes" taken during tho day.
'l'he first day of hunting finds Berc1lak cha.sing a

atng and Go.wain hunted by the lady of the household.

In

response to tho hostess's ovortures, Gawain offers a kiss.
At day'o end Bercilak and Gnwain excho.nge the stag and the
kiss.

'1'he hunts of the second day result in tho exchange

of n boar from Borcilvk nnd two kisses from Gawain.
third day's hunt brings complication.

'11he

Berc1lak hunts and

kills o. fox nnd is unhappy over tho ignoble kill.

Gawain

not only accepts threo kisses from Borcilnk's wife but nlso
accepts a girdle or lece which haa certain life-saving powers.

That evening Gawain receives the fox and offern the

three kisses; he says nothing of the girdle since he has

5
liidden it for his own use.
The next day, New Year's day, Gawain loaves for the
Green Chapel,

His guide tries to persuade Gawain to floe;

Tho Chapel is reached, but it

Gawain, of course, refusea.

is only a clearing in the wood ra.ther than a church or chapel.

Tho Groon Knight appears nnd feints with his ax twice before
:finally nicking Go.wain in the neck,
After tho third stroke Gawain leaps to his defense;
1t is then that the Green Knight rovealo himself" as Bercilak.

He furthor explains that ha has boen a vehicle of

Morgnn le Fay to test Arthur's court.

The tests offcrod

by &rcilak's wife had beon made toward Gawain nt Dorcilak's

insiatonce as the girdle had been given Gawain with Bercilak's
knowledge.
Gawain is most grieved when he realizes his broken
vow a.nd pledges that he will always woa.r the girdle ae a
remer.ibrnnce of his shame.

He returns to Camelot and explains

to Arthur the badeo of ahnme.

Arthur sees strength in Gawain's

quest and nobility in Gnl'min' s failure and asks all of the
knights to wear the same bndge to make it a badge

or

honor.

This brief summnry in no way gives evidence of the
brilliant dencriptive pnssngos or of the delicate balnnce
of 1r.lngery and nction achieved by the creative genius or
tho unnaMod poet.

The following pngos will attei'ipt to show

how the poot shaped his nu.'llerous resources to present a

6

poem vital and alive with thomes, symbolism, and chnracter1zat1on directed to the ravitalizo.tion of tho chivalric 1denl.

CHAPTER

II

ORIGIMS OF THE POEM
There can be little doubt, 1n light o.f modern oi"iti-

cism, that the Ge.wain-poet followed the pattern of his times
and borrowed heavily from other sources fot• his themes,. his
notifs, and hio atory.

Beca.use of the ex.tended work of Loom-

is and Kittredge, agreoment has been renched concernin3 the
Celtic origins of the poem.
'fhe poem revolves about threo baaic thomen, the "Be-

heading

Gau1on and the uTemptation, n both of which are deeply

rooted in Celtic tradition, nnd the "Exchange of ~·iinnings"

thome, of Latin origin.

It is understood that these themes

originated in distinctly eoparnte and unrolntod stories.
Whether the Gawain-poet derived his themos .from a single

French source or from soveral dif'f'orent sources, romains a
l
point of conjecture.
Tho Beheading Game ho.s been trncod to an Irish manu.-

script of 1106.

There the love triangle of Cuchulain, Blath-

nat, Curio foreshadows the Gawain, Bercilalt'a wifo, Bercilak
triangle.

2

In the

11

Terrortt version a nu.i.-nber of correlutiona

1
A

Laura Alo.ndis Hibbnrd, Advonturcs in the Middle A5es.:
i-!ernorial Collection £f. Essays. (Uew York,1962}', p. 303.
2

~the

Alioo Bucho.nnn, u'l.'he Irish Framework of ~ Gawain

Green Knir;ht, 11

~,

XLVII (1932), 316.

with

~

Gawain

~ ~

Green Knight cnn be ma.de.

8
In both

versions the challenger is anxious to submit to the stroke
or an ax on the condition that he be able to return the blow.

The bargain is completed in both versions in a wild, uninhabited aron.

Enoh hero is guided to the meeting place by his

Each challenger lowers the

host.

IL"t

three times, and in

oach episode tho host and the challongor are revealed to be
the same individual.

3

Throughout the nvisit to Curio's Castle" in Briciue'

----In oueh may be found the ,.Temptation" theme. In

Fcnst comparisons may bo ronde with Sir Gawain and the Green
!Cnight.

each work the host's wife greets hor guests with familiarity
and cord1nl1ty.

In each poem the purpoae of the visit is

thnt of a test whioh is arrangod--in the Bric1ua' Feast
through the,eoIUlivo.noe of Curio and Blathnat--ns it is done

in §.!!: Gawain

~ ~

Green Y..night by Borcilak and his wire.

In tho Irish work three horoos are tested during the host's
absence, much as On.wain is tested three times.
here,

or

The parallol

course, is in the fact that there are three tests.

l~

In "The Death of Curio" in Brioius' Feast, Cuchula.in
must wnit a year, ns does Gawo.1n, before answering the ohnllenge.
3

..

p.

317.

Ibid., p.

325.

~

1~

9

Both heroes must seek the challenger since his location is
unltnown.

The heroes nrust go to a "Terror" or "Shape Shift-

er" who thonpropoaos the hend-outting test.

Tho way to the.

"Terror" is found through the visit to the host,s home, and
both challengers faint with their axes three times.

5

In both

poems much stress is lnid on the description of clothing.
The chRllonger of the Irish poem ia dressed in grey and rides
a grey horso.

The Green Knight not only is dressed in eroen

a.nd rides n groan horse, but nlso hna green flesh and green
hnir.

The S!.!?il. and groan present

in Irish often moans greon.

little problem since

~

It is therefore logical to say

that "Tho pattern of.' the old atory • • • can be distinctly
traced in -e1r Gawain .,_.._,6_
nnd the Groen Knight, and tho modif1cat1one can bo explninod. 0 According to Hibbard, "Whan this
~

legend passed out of Irelnnd, it lost its moat prir'.litivo and
snvage olernents, and, somewhat

ration~11zed

nnd simplified,

it passed eventual1y into sovernl Arthurinn romnnces." 7

--

Hinor Celtic elements reflected in Sir Gnwnin and the
Groen

Y4~i5ht

-

appear in the uso of the girdle and the pentangle.

The girdle, also referred to as a lnce or belt, apponrs in

5

U1bbnrd, .!?.E.• cit,, p. 298.

6

7

Buchanan, .21?.•
Hibbard,

~·

£!!., pp. 325-327.
£!!., p, 296.

10

ThB Violent Death

Wliilc the

£!:

pGntn~.gle

Curio, and

.TI!!

Cattle Ra.id

2£. Cooley. 8

as a pnrt of Arthurian heraldry is found

.th!

Green Knight,, 1te use as a. Christ-

ian symbol was well-known.

The pentnngle appears on the Car-

only in

~

Gawain

~

r.ie11 te Priory of Aberdeen and is .found in the illumination
of the Tiptoft Miasnl which was copied into English about

1325.

The

nu~ber

five as a Chriatiah number is evidenced

through John of Gnunt's request for his funeral arrange11

ments:

en l•onur des cink plaies.prinoipalx nostre aeig-

neur Jesu • • • •
The no.mo
tradition.

0

Berc1lak" is also a possible tie with Celtic

It seems that tho name is actually a portmanteau

na

of the Celtic "Guinga.r.ibresil,u from the Celtic. Acallamh
Senornch.

In this pocm1 the horo Ban is described as:

nme.c

Bresnil bratua1ne" or the "green-mantled son of Bresal"
(1. 1391).

This indicates, certainly, possible evidence of

the Irish source providing a greon knight.

The argument

gnins 1"".potua when 1t is renlizod that the "ach" suffix is
cotni"lon in tho Irish and Celtic languages.
r-:eaning

11

Thus "Bresalakn

contentious" is derived from the Irish "Bresal."

8 Roger Sherman Loo1111s, uMore Celtic Blemonts in Gawnin and tho Green Knight, (I JEGP, XLII (19113), 152.

9Ibid., pp. 167- 168.

ll

Supported by such a possibility, Roland St:Ji th has said:
"All signs point to written transmission of Irish names and
th~ evolution is due to scribal misreading. 1110
Anothor poosible solution is that the challenger in
tho

0

Cha.r:p1on's Bargain" is callod

11

Bachlahrr meaning "churl."

According to Hibbard the challenger in .§.!!. Go.wain
Groen Kn1p;ht

11

plays tho .!!.™

~,

is the

~

the challenger in tho 'Champion's Bargain.'"

~

ih.E!.

cha.rncter as
It is thus

reasonable to assume that the Irish conunon noun survived 1n
tho English nume.11
Another of the early sources which mny hnve been
ave.1lnble to the Gawain-poet is in tho L1vre

~

Caradoc.

This earliest known version of the challenge or "Bahoad1ng Go.ne" presents the closest correlation to Sir Gnwe.in
~~Groen Knight. 12 Both poems transform the court of
Ulster to that of Arthur nnd refer to h1s custom of delaying the feast until a mnrvol hns occurred.

preaont in both

poe;~s

The queen is

and the chnlJ.cngor ia woll described

ae he comes riding into the hall.

Both challongera, dressed

in green, offer n conbinntion of rnerrir.ent, beauty, and
10

the Green
11

12

Robert H. Smith, "Guin._~anbroail o.nd Sir Gm-min and
Knight,"~,

XLV (1946), 2-19.

Hibhnrd, £!?.• cit., p. 297.

.!£!,£., p. 296.

-

-

12
menace.

Bach prefaces his chnllongo with praise for Arthur.13

In each poem the challenger taunts the court for its hesitnnco
in accepting the challenge.

On this point of tho greon lmights'

rid1culo, both poems elaborate on the Ulster version.

The

acceptance is mo.de by a. single hero who co.lls himself Arthur 1 s

nephew nnd the most foolish of knights.

Both courts agree

that anyone accepting tho ohnllengo is quite mad, and at the
heroes' departure to answer the annivorsnry challenge, there
is n feeling of woe nnd gr1of.l4 The return blow in both cases
ia a

11~ht

one, and o.s tho hero fulfills the be.rge.in, he is

praised by the challenger.

This attitude can be e.xple.1nod

since both challengers nro closely related to tho heroos.
In Cnradoo the hero's father is the challenger while in Sir

Go.wain

~~Groen

Knight ?:organ le Fay, the prime motivator

of challenge, ia Gawain's aunt.15 Faced with such correlations,
1 t is

aue;i~ested

thnt tho

~

Gown.in

~

!h£ Green Knight and

the Livro de Carndoc
were individual voroions of a lost French
story • • • for only thus could those Irish
features which nre found exclusively in ono
poem or the other be accounted for.16

13

t.arry D. Benson, "The Source of the Beheading Episo de in Sir Gawain and tho Groen Knir,ht," .!1.E• LIX (1961), 3.

ill•,

14Hibbard, £!!.•

15Benson,
16

pp.

2~)6-297 •

on. cit., pp. 7-9.

~

Hibbard, .!?.E.•

-

£1:!:..,

p. 297.

13
The temptation theme has been trncod to Ulrich von
Zatzikhovon' e Lanze lat, translated f:r•oro the' Anglo-Norman
in 1194.

In this work the host' a d,.:mghtor tempts threo

knights on three successive evenings.

Here the young tempt-

ress si ta beside each lmight' s bod, wa.1 ts for him to awaken,

and lntcr offers him n glft--a gold ring.

Although her pro-

posals nre frank nnd urgent, the dr.1ughter is rojcctod.

She,

11ko Bercilok'a wife, is a youthful, attrnctive, generous
hosto::rn.

Hor father, Galandr1ez, roaombles Borcilak in

thnt he is a

hu.~nn

figure and, while playing the boat, aug-

gestn little of the supornntural.

He challengee Lanzelet

to n contest where each will throw knives at the other.
This poen prov1doa, nccord1ng to Hibbard, the "earliest
instnnco of the combination of the Cho.llongc themo with
that of Temptntion." 1 7 Howover, 1t should be noted that
in the Lnnzelet no rnont1on is mado of the host's nnd wifo 1 a

collaboration ngninst the hero.
>:organ le Fay enters the poom in the Vulgate Lancelot.
hero.

Sho tries, in this work, three tirr.es to seduce the
Her attempts nro in vain so

~he

then sends her daugh-

ter to repent tho overtures toward the recunbant knight.

Sir

Gnwn1n and the Green Knight echoes this situation throueh the
effective contrnst drnwn betwoen tho aged Norgnn and the
young ternptross who is perhaps Bargo.n's other self; :ln both

17

Ibid., p. 300.

poems Korgnn could be called tho

0

pr1me mover of tho plot,

and the agent of' temptnt1on. ,as It should be rernomberod thn.t
never does the Gnwa1n-poet indicnto that the host and hostosu nro morally responsible for their actions.

Both Barci-

lnk and his wife seem to be vobicles for the powers
vicious Morgan.

or

the

Apparently her magic and vindictivoness are

explnnntion enough, with the result that Gawain nnd his host
are able to sepnrnte on a friendly basia. 19
The earliest ovidenca of' the temptation the::ie rosembling that of Sir Gawain

~

the Groan Knight is that i'ound

in the eleventh contury "Hab1nogn 11 of .Pwyll.

The ro.ther

broad B1Milnr1 ty in this h'olsh poon is round in Arnwn, a
hunt~F~an,

who also posos ns an Otherworld King.

It is said

tha.t

.i\rnwn huntrs with fairy hounds, wears groy wool,
nnd enga~os in annual cor1bnts with Havgnn
( Sur:m1er-l.tllnter )--an apparent rominlscence of
the strira or su!~ner and wintor.20
He has his wife tempt I\ryll in order to to st the lntter' s

chastity; a year later Pwyll battles a supernatural enemy
at a river crossing.

Hibbard sunmarizea the corr•elations

18 Ibid., p. 301.
19
Ibi a •.

20

-_.,
Ibid

p. 302.

15
in these poems by saying:
The differences in Pwyll and .QE:.!S forbid any
though[t] of direct~rnry connexion • • • •
Undonio.bly
offe1·s the oldest example
of' a trndit ona story pnttern in which carnal
temptntion, whethor pnasivcly or actively
offered, and a Hospi tnbro Host who constrains
wife or ~nughter to tempt n guest, are recurrnnt
themas. 2

r!Y'li

The

11

E.xchnnge of Winnings" motif 1s possibly derived

from a medieval Latin poem liiloa Gloriosus.

In this work a

poor knieht and a rich citizen are friends.

~'he

citizen's

wife becomes the knight's mistress; she, in turn, steals
her husband's treasure and gives it to the knight.

This

twelth century fnb11aux shows the citizen driven from his
hor1e while the lmight thrives in his newly established secur-

ity. 22
Other sources which were o.vnila.ble to the Oauainpoet were numerous myths and archetypal patterns.

Whether

these motifs wore used purposely by the poet can be only
surmised.

However., certo.1n pnttorns such as the vogctntion

myth have boen trnced through Sir Gnwnin ~ ~ Graen Knight ..
Critics huvo yot to agree., however, to the role of this myth
in the poorn.

Although Hibbard argues thnt ainco the Green

21 Ib1d

-·
_.,

22 Ibid

pp.

303-304.

16
Knight and Bercilo.k "havo only mid-winter associations, their
groonness • • • can ho.rdly be due to vogotnblo traits," other
critics argue for tho vegotat1011 myth influence. 2 3 U1tze
derives "tho challenge :f':rom vegetation ritual or myth." 24
Speirs argues thnt the ritunl nndorlying the story and "the
poet,s belief in its vnlue na myth [nro] whnt gives the poem
its 11fe.u 25
Francis Berry offors, possibly, tho most valid approach
by anying that the poet's s.wnrenoss of

the generic forcos or 11fo • • • rcnlizos 1t. solf 1n tho irnnr,c of tho Groon Knight. "' • •
Re [Gawain-poet] toatifi~s to an asr.umption
thnt moral bohnv1or • • • ia subservient to
nnd dependent on the same original patterns.26

It is 1n the French Pcrlcsvaus thnt tho most obvious tie
with vegetation !'itunl can be found.
part

or

the wasteland motif, and Uincelot--ns the first

23

~.,

tion

Here the theme is a

p. 299.

24w •. A. Hitze,

~lyth'?

11

?~P,

0

Ia tho Groen Knight Story e. VegetaXXXIII (1936), 354.
,

2 5John Speirs, "Sir Gawain nnd the Gl'eon Y.night n

Scrutinv, XVI (1949) 274.

194h),

26Franc1a Borry, ~ fl.r;e

P+

157.

'

££. Ch~mcer

(New York,

17
knight to keep the oovennnt-Menablen the city to be repoopled.
§..!!: Gmmin

~ ~

Groen ,:t\nisht den.le with the cyclic, annual

pattern 1n tho beheading (donth) and lifo of tho Green

Y~1ght

o.s well n.s with Gawv.in's racing of death to snve others at
,Arthur's court.

The poem takes plnca during wintor, the death

sonson, and also during Christmas which has ever reproaented
tho tir.ia of birth and salvation.

'l'he chapel scene is bnrron

and the nearby mound ha.a an opening nt either end, posoibly
to indicnto the 'womb, tomb' nnturo of earth.

Hit hado a hole on pe ende D.nd on
aypo:r ayde,
l\.nd oucrgrowon with groane in glodeo
nywhore •
• •
27
(ll. 2180-2181)
If

To puraue the r.iyth pnttern or nrchotypnl study of
~

Gawain ~ tho Gr~ F'..night, it is noceosnry to follow

this thomo into other aroas.

v.e die

Both in Sioux myth and in

trnd1t1on stories abound concerning monsters with

severed hoads.

The hoAd, in these caeba, bouncos away to

become the sun--itsolr a life-giving source.

'l1he separa-

tion theme, ns such, occurs in the separation

or

heaven

nnd earth, tho mortal and the 1mrnortnl, nnd countless other

oxanples.

Tho ancr1ficinl death usually mukoa possible the

~rom the Sir Gawain and the Green
the J. h. n. Tolkf()n and h;.
tfordon
Sir Gawnin and the Green YJ'light {Oxford~ 1~25).
'
··r·.night

2

7 All quotations

cor.10 fro:-~

-v;
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roleaso of prinonors or
water.

~oro

often imprisoned, life-giving

In the ve,dic uryth Indra, the hero, sovers the head

of No.rruci or. Phnroah who will not

or tho people in bondage.

rolea~rn

the .rlood wators

Through the sacrificed king,, the

peoplo nnd wators are freed nnd tho wasteland beoornos again
. d •2 8
t'epopu 1 ar;o
Following this tro.dltinn into §..!!: Guwnin

~ ~

Green Knight, it is aign1f'icnnt thnt Arthur and his court
cannot ont until soma

m:ti~e.cle

or feat has boen performed.

And also an opor manor mouod him eke
he pur; nobolay had nomen. ho wolde neuer ete
Vpon such a dere day, er hyr:i douised were
Of amt o.ucnturus pyng an vncoupo tale,
or num mayn merunyle, pat ho my5t trawe,
or aldc:roa, of o.rrri(':'la, of oper nuanturus • • • •
(11. 90-95)

t)n.t

I,ater Gawn1n rn.rnt go into tho wilderness to face his enomy,

nnd when he pnsnos tho test, ho io m,,do whole antl aet free

acnin.

~uch

corrospondencoa have led to the possible con-

clusion thP.t
• • • the romnnces repose eventually not
upon n poet's i!'.mginn ti on, but upon the
ruins of nn nugunt and nnciont ritunl, a
r1tunl which onco clnimed to be the accrodited guardinn of the deopost secrets of 11re.29

28 Ananda K. Coor:araawllif!Y, nsir Ga.wain and the Graen
Knight: Indrn and ?fo!?ltlci, 11 Spocul~ Xrx (191:i4T, 104-109.
29

~., p.

12.s.
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It is easy to see in Gawain the image of the sacrifi•
oial lamb as he willingly tokes upon himself tl:e quest which

any of Arthur's court could have accepted--but did not.

Fried-

man believes that Morgan le Fay sent Beroilek to Camelot to
"purge and heal the court

or

its moral corruptness • • •

through Morgan le Fay's plan the beheading episode 1s no lees
an apotheosizetion of chastity • • • •"30 These traditional
patterns found in

~

Gawain

~!!:.!..Green

Knight have yet

to be thoroughly identified and tracod through the poem.

But they do offer an interesting approach to the text.
It is safer, however, to interpret the poem in light

ot what is known about the fourteenth oentury--its events
and trnd1t1ona--wh1ch could have positive influence on the
Gawain-poet.

31

;oAlbert B. Fried111on, "Horgen Le Fay in Sir Gawain
Green Knight•" Seeculum, XX.XV {1960), 2'647 -----

!.!!E. ~

;lFor correlations between Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight and earlier works see AppenO"Ii' I, p. 8~ --- -----

CHAPTF.R III
CONTEMPORARY INFLUENCES

Like most authors end poets, the Gewe1n•poet seems
to have been greatly influenced by contemporary attitudes
and happenings.

~~ether

his intent was to honor the Round

Table of Edward III, or to honor some now forgotten hero,
or to commemorate the founding of the Order of the Garter,
or .to stimulate lagging interests in the fading courtly
traditions remains elusive in spite of energetic, scholarly
pursuit.

At the present time it is possible to interpret

the poem in a number of ways--end to pursue that interpre-

tation thoroughly.

But until more conclusive evidence is

uncovered, it remains for us to continue speculation and
examination of what is known of the contemporary situation-ever correlating §.!.!:. Gawain
possible intent

or

~ ~

Green Kn1sl?t with the

the poet himself.

The poem deals rather clearly with the ideals which
were at the very base of kn1ghthood--refined love and loyalty.
Aa Gawain accepts the chall.enge, "I beseobe now w1 th sa3e;
aene/ \:)is melly mot be myne, 11 (11. 341-342) and is tempted

by Beroilak•s wife, much of hia reaction is prompted in the
first incident by bis love and loyalt7 to Arthur, and in
the second incident, he is constantly aware that be is
Berailak•a guest.

In both situations, Gawain reacts with
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dignity and courtesy.

In so doing he becomes the embodi-

ment of the perfect knight.
Fyrst he wat3 funden fsutle3 in his fyue
wytteJ,
And efte fayled neuer ~e freke in his fyue
fyngres,
And alle his afyaunoe upon folde wet~ in
pe fyue wounde
pat Cryst ka1t on pe croys, as po crede
telle3:
c11. 6Lo-64;>
The poem begins and ends in the most colorful, most glorious center of English history--the court of King Arthur.
Whet better choice could be made if the author sought to

revitalize, through Sir Gawain
patriotic fervor

or

~the

Green Knight, the

his countrymen.

In order to present more convinoingly and more realistically the chivalric ideal, it is conceivable that the
Gawain-poet patterned hie hero after one of the outstanding
heroes of the rourteenth century.

Henry Savage believes

such a knight to be Enguerrand de Couey.

Couey, like Gawain,

journeyed into a far country to fulfill a feudal obligation.
'11:irough the victories of Edward TII, Charles V of France was
forced to concede to the victor numerous hostages;
was of thet number.

Couey

During his stay in England Couey married

Isabella, eldest daughter of Edward III.
him of the responsibilities of a hostage.

His marriage freed
Sinoe he found

great favor with It;Oward III, Couey was given numerous
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landholdings which had been earlier confiscated from some
of his ancestors in England•

These holdings were, for the

major part, in Lancashire, the suggested home of the Gawainpoet•

Shortly after h1s marriage, Couey was admitted .to
the select society of the Order of the Garter even though
be was still technioally in the service of Charles V of
France.

As a result Couey was placed in·an equivocal posi-

tion, as Gawain was.

While Gawain was a guest of Berc1lsk

and owed his host loyalty and allegiance, he was tempted
by his boat•s wife.

Gawain was thus faoed with the situa-

tion of betraying the host to appease the wife or appeasing
the wife and betraying his boat.
must break his knightly oath.

In either solution, he

'lbe situation is both false

and impossible.
Couoy maintained such a position from
In

1377

1363-1377.

while in France, he decided to reject his wife and

his English alliance.
grief and humility.l

Isabella returned to England in
Couey sent to Richard II, now, king,

l

A couplet, written in a different hand above the
Cotton Nero A X manuscript, could easily allude to the
distresses suffered by Isabella de Couey, Countess of Bedford. The couplet ·indicates certain sympathy as it says:

My minde is mukel on ~at wil me no;t amende
Sum time was trewe es stone and from scham
coupe hlr defende
G~wain Poet:
Studies in Ria
Background\(Tha~el Hill, 1956), p. 2IZ'.-

Henry Savage, The

!.!!!!

Personelitz

-
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bis resignation from the Order

~f

the Garter and released

his claim on his English landholdings.

A short while later,

a new order, L•Ordre de la Oouronne, w's established in
France either to honor Couey or at his insistence.
order created by Arthur at the end of Sir Gawain

The

~

the

Green Knight was established in honor of Gawain upon the
completion of his quest.
Pe kyng comforte; pe kny3t • • • and
luflyly acorden
Pet lordea and ladis pat longed to Pe
Table,

Vcbe burne of ~e bro~erhede, a beuderyk
sohulde haue,
A bende ebelef hym aboute of a bry3t
grene,
And pet, for sake of pAt segge, in swete
to were.
(11. 2513-2518)

The following lines, which may describe Gawain's
colors, possibly allude to the Couey arms which were six
bars of gules and valr (!.!!:,):

Sone as he on bent, and happed perinne,

~at sete on hym semly wyth seylande skyrte3,
~e ver by his uisage verayly hit semed

Welne; to vcbe hapel, elle on bwes,
Lowande end lufly alle his lymme3 vnder,
~at a comloker kny;t eeuer Kryst made hem
po3t.
( 11. 864 -869}
Gawsin•s colors include

white.

!.!!!:. (!!!:.,

1. 866) or tincture of

The ver hes caused much confusion in translation

and perheps 1t means, as Ssvage lndioatee, that Gawain
"was wearing a robe of alternate bands of vair and gules,
and that there were six ot these bands. 11

2

A battle cry is alluded to in the Sir Gawain and
~Green

Knight, and it seems that Couey had several such

battle or1es.

His best known was:

n'Notre-Dame au seign•

ieur de Couey. 11 ; Gawain. also appealed to the Virgin in
moments of duress, ror he had an image of tbe Virgin painted
inside of his shield so thst he might gain inspiration
through her visage.

pat

alle his fcrnes he feng at ~e fyue
joye)
Pat pe hende heuen quene· bad of hir chylde;
At pis cause pe kny1t oomlyche bade
In ~e more half of hls sohelde hir ymage
depaynted,
pat quen he bluaobed perto bis belde neuer
paryed.
( 11 •

64 6-6 50)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

And perfore sykyng he aayde, I beseobe )1e,
lorde,
And Mery, pat is myldest moder so dere,
Of sum herber per he3ly I my3t here masse. • • •
(11.

753-755)

Thus immediately can be seen several basio correlations
2

~., P• 186.

-

3!bid., P• 116.
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between the romance, Sir Gawain

~~Green

Knight, and

the reality of the life of Enguerrand de Couey:

the rejec-

tion of the lady, the infraction of sn oath, the foundation
of a new order of chivalry, and the similarities in colors
end oaths.
Savage involves the Pentangle in his treatment of
the Couey-Gawain correlation.

In

1351 Jean le Bon of France

established the Ordre de l•Etoile, perhaps in opposition
to the English Order of the Garter.

The French order sought

'

also to revive the Round Table idea and invoked the guidance
l

of St. George, the Virgin, and the Lady of tbe Fleur-de-11a.
One feast day was held on January 6, 1352, the Feast of the
Three Kings •

'l'he costume of this group included a red mantle,

furred with vair, over a white surcoat.
the mantle was a white star clasp.

On the shoulder of

The star worn by a knight

was white (argent); that worn by the king

W9.S

gold.

~be

device of a gold star on red became the device of the French

kings.

Although the order under Charles V collaps.ed through

leek of his support and interest, the star was continued as
an honored decoration.

It was possibly granted to Couey in

1358 shortly before he became an English hostnge .Li It should
be remembered that the gold star on red waB borne on Gswain•s
shield:

~Ibid., PP• 161-163.

-
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~e apparayl of pe peyttrure and of

re

proude skyrte; • • •
And al wat3 rayled on red r,che golde
nayle; • • ••
( l.l • 601-603)

and:

Then pay sohewed hym pe sohelde, pat was
Wytb

o.f sohyr goule?

pe pentengel depaynt of pure golde hwej.
(ll.

619-620)

Since it is generally accepted that the Gawain-poet

spent much of h1s rife in the Northwest Midland area, and
that the dialect of the poem is of tbis area, it is entirely
possible that the poet lived in one

or

the two larger es-

tates of this sectlon--the home of Couey or his brother-1nlaw John or oeunt.

These were the only two knights of the

Garter in the Northwest Midlands.

In either household

Couey, even after his return to France, was held in esteem.
Be bed always been a favorite of John
the daughter

or

or

Gaunt.

Philippa,

Isabella and Couey, had been very close to

her rather and after her motber•a death enjoyed a reunion
w1th the famous Couey.
Green
ar.d

Kni~t,

Enguerrend de Couoy

Suoh a poem as Sir Gawain and the

whloh possibly honored

viewed ayMpatbetioally the position in which be bad

been placed, would have been welcomed in either bousebold.5

5Ib1d., PP• 211-213.

-

CHAPTER IV

INFLUENCES OF THE ORDER OF THE GARTER
The motto of the Order of the Garter "Hony soyt Q.ui
mal pence," whiah appears at the end of the Sir Gawain and
~Green

Knight, has initiated much speculation as to the

poem•a relation to the Order, because the motto, written
in a later hand then that of the rest

or

the manuscript,

was added to the poem as an obvious attempt by either the
poet or the copyist to relate tbe poem to the Order of the
Garter. 1 The parallels in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight

and the Order or the Garter, suggests Jackson, are "too
-

close to be acc1dental."2
Edward III in 13~4, in an attempt to revitalize
fading courtly traditions, sought to honor many of bis
outstanding knights and so re-established the Round Table.
So great was his interest that he celled some three hun-

dred knights to take the1r vows on sacred relics and to

swear to uphold the order.
~~1taunday,

This assembly was called on

a feast day in the Arthurian tradition.

From

this rather unwieldy group came, some four years later,
1

2

savage, .2E..!.

.2..!1••

p. 106.

1. Jackson, "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,"
Anglia, XXXVII (1913), 399.
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the more select, more secret Order of the Gerter.

This

group; it is understood, was not subject to English Common Law.

It is difficult to specify particulars of the

Order of the Garter.since, according to Garrett, the
Order's "records before the time of Henry V have mysteriously d1sappeared."3
The vestment of the order included cloak, hood, surooat and garter.

Generally the order was known as the Blue

Order for the predominant color of its costume; however,
the colors of the garments changed yearly.4 Correlation
between the Order of the Garter costume and that worn by
Gawain can be seen in the following lines:
He were a bleaunt of blwe pet bradde to
pe ertbe,
His surkot semed hym wel pat softe wet;
ferred,
And his hode of pat ilke henged on his
acbulder
Blanda al of blaunner were bope al aboute •
. ( 11. 1928-1931)
~e green girdle of ~ Gawain and ~ Green Kni~ht possi~ly

equals the collar of which the ornaments end long braid

3Robert Max Garrett, "The Lay of Sir Gawain end the
Green Knight," ~' XXIV (1925), 125-12~
-

~Oscar Cargill end Msr~aret Sohlauah,
and Ito Jeweler," PMIA, XLIII. (1928), 119.

tt

The Pearl
---
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became a feature of the Garter costume.5

According to Loomis

such girdles or belts or laces were often worn as a baldric
over the shoulder. 6
Since the Order of the Garter's early records are
tew, many of the ancient symbols-...;.inoluding the garter 1 t-

self--have lost their meaning.

G. Beltz, the historian

or

the Order of the Garter, believes that the garter may have
been intended as an emblem

ot the tie or union of warlike qualities
to be employed In assertion of the Founder•s
[Edward III] claim to the French crown; and
the motto as a retort of shame upon him who
should think 111 of the enterprise, or of
those whom the king had chosen to be the instruments of its accomplishment • • • • The
tastes of that age for allegorical conceits,
impresses, and devices, may reasonably warrant
such a conclusion.?
The garter, worn on the left leg, according to Savage,
"symbolized the bond which united him [tbe knight1 with
h1s fellow members in support of the royal claim to the
throne of Frence. 11 8

5Ibid • , p. 120.

-

6Loom1s,

~,

.2.!.!.•

7Savage,

~·

2.!l•i P• 155.

8

~., p. 10~.

1

p. 151.
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A more colorful version of the origins of the Order

or

the Garter has been generally disregarded as having any

pertinent s1gn1f1oanoe to the organization.

In that story

Edward III gallantly recovered the lost garter of the Countess of Salisbury and then placed the garter on his srm.

To

prevent any embarrassment to the Countess he aoelafmed:
"Bony soi t qui mal pence."

Edward later gave symbolic garters

to his friends, and so--aocording to tradition--established
the Order of the Gerter.9
Ga~ain

returns to Arthur's court end discusses his

wearing of the girdle or baldric by saying:
is

pe

bende of pis blame I bere in

my nek • • •

pat

is pe token or vntrawpe
I am
tanne inne,
I mot nedeJ hit were wyle I may lsste. • • •

(11. 2506-2509)
If the "bende" passed across the shoulder, it could reflect
the 'Well-known "bend of shame" as it is represented in English heraldry.

Since the bend of shame was adopted as a

badge of honor by other members of the order, the motto,
"Hony so1t qui mal pence,n gains more significance and meanlng.10
9~ •• p.

10

156.

Jaokson, .21:.•

~., p. 418.
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It 1s known that the Order of the Garter invoked

st.

George as its patron and that the fifteen days of the

Garter festivities equal that fifteen-day feast held by
Arthur at Camelot.

In the St. George legend there is cer-

tain correspondence with Sir Gawain ~~Green Knight.
St. George beheads a dragon es Gawain beheaded the Green

st.

Knight.

George requests the lady in nttendanoe to

pass a girdle around the waist of the dragon,to render it
bermless in

m~oh

the ax harmless.

the same way that the green girdle renders
Although the story may not be e source

tor §!!:Gawain !!!2_ .!!1!_ Green Knight, it does have certain
sim1lsr1ties to the poem and establishes the possibility

ot the poem aa a Garter peem.11
It is generally agreed that the Order of the Garter

was establ1sbed in l3q8. 12 Perhpps the youthful appearance

ot the knights surrounding Arthur reflects the infancy of
the organization.

The Green Knight calls Arthur's knights

"berdle"3 chylder11

(1. 280), and Gawain claims to be the

weakest of all.

This portrait,

or

course, varies from the

traditional portrayal of -the strong and powerful Gawain.
If §!!:. Gawain ~ the Green Knie;!Jt is a Garter poem,
there ia reason to believe that many of the trials through

11

Cargill end Schlauch, ~· ~., p. 120.
l2

savage, S?.•

!?.!!.•,

p. ~5.

which Gawain must psss should be

~quated

with initiation

rituals which usually accompany membership in a secret order.

rt

is tberefope eae1er to understand end

ot the actions of the Green Knight.
Knight's ex ls decorated so as to

to

interpret some

For instance, the Green

su~gest

en instrument of

1n1tiat1on.
Wyth tryed tsssele; perto tacohed innoghe
On botoun~or pe bry;t grene broden ful riohe.
(11. 219-220)

The Green Knight sets the return bout a year and
a day from tho first beheading scene.

This is, perhaps,

rem! niecent of' the periods of u good conduot" often required
or an initiate before he is granted full privileges 1n a
secret order.

The chastity tests to which Gawain must sub-

mit as well as those tests
the year's period

~or

o~

loyalty and fidelity complete

the initiate.

The p&ntengle, repre-

sentative of the five knightly virtues, becomes e fitting
aymbol of perf6ct1on wh1cb Ga~oin must prove worthy to
carry.

FinnllJ, the throe ineffectual strokea of the

Green Kn1gbt•s ax ere echoic of the dubbing of the novice
in the knighting serv1oe.
Cargill suggests that

Pointing out these correlations,

tbe point to be noted is the obvious
connections of the poem with some secret order. 111 3 *
11

l3Carg1ll end Schlauch, .22.• cit., p. 119.

*

-

For complete listing or orders founded in the late
~ourteenth oenturJ see Appendix II, p. 87.

CHAPTER V
THEMES

Upon reviewing the themes of the poem, there seems
to be 11 ttle doubt that the Gawain-poet used mythological
and arohetypel patternst Celtic end Irish traditions to
create a poem designed to arouse patriotic interest in the
revival of the chivalric tradition.

It is only reasonable

."Chat such a revival would b& stimulated by King Edwal:'d III

end his newly-established Round Table and the lator Order
of the Garter.

Any poem dealing in the courtly tradition

in general and one of the orders speoifioally was very
likely to find a reoeptive audience.
It is entirely possible that the Gawain-poet, in
light

or

the ch1valr1o interest, created a work to show

how the best of knights would reaot in the worst of situations.

A real knight, Gawain, is pitted against the fabu-

lous, the Green Knight and Morgan le Fay.

~be opening

challenge of the Green Knight

Forpy I oraue in pis court e Crystemss
gomen,
.
For hit is 101 and Nwe '}er, end here ar ·
3ep mony:
If any so hardy in pis bous holde? hymseluen,
Be so bolde in his blod, brayn in hys hede,
pat dar at1fly strike e strok for an oper ••
(11. 283-287)

.,

~ests

Gawain's loyalty to Arthur.

Although Gawain admits

to being the "wakkest, I wot, and of wyt feblest" (1.

354)

of ell the assembled knights, he alone stands beside his
lord and meets the challenge of the Green Knight.
bis acceptance of the challenge, Gawain sets,

Through

perh~ps,

theme of the poem and summarizes the author's intent.

the
Ga-

wain reacts in the way that all men should in facing the
impossible:
Quat schuld I wonde?
Of destines derf and dere
What may mon do bot fonde?
(ll.

563-565)

A year later, as Gawain goes to meet the Challenger,
he faces the hostile elements of winter alone save for his
horse Gringolet.
~e gome vpon Gryngolet glydeJ hem vnder,

Pur3 mony misy end myre, mon al hym one. • • •
(11. 748-7~9)

There is nothing about Gringolet which makes him anything
more than a noble beast.
about him.

There is nothing of the fabulous

But Gawain, the fine equestrian, treats Grlngo-

lei as the excellent knight should and aees to the steed•s
comfort before seeking bis own comfort.
Sere segge; hym sesed by sadel, quel
he ly;t,
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And

sy~en

stebeled his sted stif men
innoJe.
Kny~te3 end swyere; oomen doun ~enne
For to bryng ~is burne wyth blys into
he lle. • • •
(11. 822-825)

The love test wrought through Berailak 's wife again

places Gawain in a real situation.

Three times he faces

the test of chastity; three times he refutes the challenge.
Through bis aooeptance
intensely human.

or

the girdle, the poet makes Gawain

He presents a men who realizes tbst he

taoes certain death, and sees in the girdle a chance to
survive the coming match.

Would any men do less?

It is to be remembered that Gawain, throughout
the Arthurian material, has been associated with the solar
deities.

His strength is said to wex and wane with the

But in !!!_ Gewain ~ !!!!.. Green Kn1f>bt
..
there is notb1ns which indicates that G~wain is more than

strength of the sun.

man.
be.

He is, rather, the embodiment of all that man should
One critic suggests that Gawain 1a

the ideal feudal Christian knight who
not only represents the very highest
reaches of human behavior but who also
holds out for our evaluation those qusl1 tiea in a men which his age, and
feudal age at large, admired most.

ihe

1Alsn M. Markman, "The Meaning of Sir G1:1wa1n and the
Green Knight," PMLA, LXXII (1957), 576. -

:;6
The poet painstakingly 1nd1oetes how Gawain stands as the
~est

knight who ever lived.

He bas the physical fitness

required of the excellent kn1ght--strengtb, endurance, skill

in weaponry and horsemanship.

For instance, Gawain is strong

enough to wield the Green Knight's ax, and with one blow
Gawain decapitates the Challenger and drives the ax into
tbe .floor:

Gauan gripped to his ax, and gederes
hit on hy?t,
pe ksy fot on pa fold he before sette,
Let hit doun ly3tly ly't on pe neked,
pat pe scbarp of pe schalk sohyndered
pe bones,
And aobrank pur~ pe sohyire grece, and
sosde hit in twynne,
pat pe bit of pe broun stel bot on pe
.
grounde.
(11. 421-426)

As Gawain begins his quest, he is forced to ride
into the Wirral forest.

or .a

~ situation,

8

Here the poet uses the elements

situation familiar to his audience

in.order to intensify the reality ot the dangers which tije
hero must face.

A fourteenth century audience recognized

the forests as a menace to the traveler.

The Wirral for-

est was on a promontory between the Dee and Mersey rivers
1n the northwest portion of the county of Cheshire.
2

sevsge, 2£.• ~., P• 7•

2
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The robbers and thieves who inhabited the forest created
auob havoc in the surrounding countryside that the c1tizenrJ of that area petitioned Edward III to have the woods
deforested.

In answer to this plea, writs were granted

by Edward III on July 20, 1376, which established special
oomm1ss1ons to arrest ell criminals in the Wirral ares.
The problem was so persistent that euoh writs were again
1seued in 1386 and 1392.3 Both audience and poet would
have been aware of the dangers and terrors of the Wirral.
It is a tribute to the genius of the poet that he used a
contemporary situation
raced.

to

heighten the terror which Gawain

The poem thus becomes more real1st1o, more believ-

able.
Not only must Gawain feoe the evil of the forest,
but he must also face an even greeter adverssry--the winter

season.

The elements are more hostile than all the

worme~

and wolu'-'S and wodwos, bulle! and bere3 end bore3 that he
races in the wilderness.
For werre wrathed hym not so much, pat
wynter was wors,
.
When pe colde oler water from pe cloude~
sohadde,
And free er hit falle my3t to pe fale erpe;
New sleyn wytb ~e slete he sleped in his
yrnes
Mo ny1te3 pen 1nnoghe in naked rokke~
~er as claterande from ~e crest pe ooide
borne renne3,
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And henged he~e ouer his hede in herd
11sse-1.kkles.
(11.

Gawain survives this test in spite

or

726-732)
his own despair of

success.

Later at the Green Chapel when he has received the
return blow and is wounded in the neok, Gews!n ogs1n exhibits bis ph1sioal prowess as be Noves with deftness and agility to place himself 1n a defensive position.
~at pe achene blod ouer his sobulderes

·

schot to

~e

erpe;

And quen pe burne se; f'e blode blenk on
~ snawa,
He aprlt forth spenne-fote more Pen a

spere lenpe,

Hont heterly his helme, and on bis bed
cast,
Schot with his achuldere) bis fayre
schelde vnder,
Brnyde3 out a bry?t sworde, and bremely
be speke)-{ll. 2315-2319)

In addition to these physical qualities and the
demonstrated 1nt1st1ve, courage, and fortitude, the Gawainpoet has combined in bis hero all

or

the knightly v1rtues--

bum111 ty, courtesy, and loyalty.
As ls shown in Gawain's eoceptsnoe

or

the challenge

(11. 3~1-)54), his humility is well established early in
poem slnoe he indicates that it would be better to sacrifice
the least of the knights, himself, than any other of the
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Round Table.

This humility is. further illustrated through

wba.t should have been Gawain's ·most triumphant moment-when be has met the challenger and survived the return blow.
The Green Knight reveals himself to be Berailak and explains

tbst he bad sent bis wife to Gawain with ths gift of the
girdle.

!be Green Kn1ght,tben praises Gawain, but the latter--

shamed by the memory

or

b1s false moment--can only grieve:

pat oper stir aon in study stod a gret
whyle,

.

So agreued for greme he gryed withinne;
Alle pe blode of his brest blende in his
face,
~at al be sebrank for scbome pet pe schalk
talked.

~e forme worde vpon folde pat pe freke meled:
•corsed worth cowardyae and couetyse bope.
In yow is vyleny and vyse at vertue disstrye3.'
Penne be ka3t to ~e knot, and pe kest lawse),
Breyde bropely pe belt to pe burne seluen:
'Loi per .pe felssyng, foule mot hit fallel
For care of
knokke oowardyse me ts;t ·
'1 0 ecorde me with couetyse, my kynde to fort\
sake,
~at 1s larges and lewt$ at longe~ to kny3te3.
l:ow I am fawty and fa lee, and ferae haf ben
euer
or trecherye and vntrswpe'bo~e bityde sor3e
and car.el
1

or

Ge~ain•s

py

courtesy, much can be said, for the poet

devotes numerous stanzas to revealing Gawain's refutation
of the Ladyts overtures.

Each parry end thrust is oouobed

in terms of courtliness and delicacy as Gawain seeks to

rematn loyal to bis host without arousing the lady•s anger

l~o

or displeasure.

This same courtesy, the same finesse of

expression was exhibited in Arthur's court as Gawain requested his lord•s permission to accept the challenge of

the Green Knight.
Wolde 1e, worpilyoh lorde,t quop Wawan
to pe kyng,
Bid me bo~e fro ~is benche, and stonde
by yow pere,
~at I wythoute vylanye my;t voyde pis table,
And pet my legge lady lyked not ille,
I wolde oome to your counseyl bifore your
oort ryohe.
(11. 343-347)

Of all these attributes of Gawain, loyalty is per-

haps the strongest, most powerful accoutrement in .§.!!:.Gawain

!!!!!. ~Green

Knight.

It is loyalty, after all, which moti-

vates the action of the poem.

It is Gawain's loyalty to

Arthur which moves him to accept the Green Knigbt•a challenge.

It ~s loyalty which forces him to keep the appointment, en
appointment Which indicates certain death:

Forpe, iwyase, bi 1owre·wylle, wende me
byhoues,
Naf I now to busy bot bare pre daye3,
And me als feyn to falle reye es fayly
of myyn ernde.
(ll. 1065-1067)

It 1s loyalty to Beroilak which keeps Gawain from capitulating to the 1nvitet1ons of the host'a wife.

And it ia

loyalty to the lady when Gawain refuses to reveal her identity

when questioned by Berc1lak as to the origin of those kisses.

•pat wat3 not forward,' quop he, •frayst
me no more-

For 3e hat tan pat yow tyde;, trawe 3e
non· oper- ·
.
(ll. 1395-1396)
It 1s the strong sense of duty, of lpyalty, that compels
oawain to do whatever must be done at a given moment.
In the ultimate test on Gewsin•s loyalty, he fails.
BJ refusing to relinquish the girdle to Beroilak, Gawain
violates his own word and the pledge to his host.

When

he returns to Arthur's court, he determines to wear until
death the badge of shame.
~is is 'pe token of vntraw~e pat I am
tan inne,
And I mot nede; hit were wyle I may lest;

( 11. 2509-2510)
Arthur turns the badge of shame into one of honor, end
ell of the collrt come to weer the symbolic girdle.

Does

it not appear that the badge becomes a symbol of the need
ror loyalty?

In the final moment, loyalty is the basis

ror ~the entire courtly, feudal society.

Without it, that

aoc1et1, like Gawain, will fail.
True to the knightly tradition Gawain is a favorite

ot the ladies, es Bero1lak•s wife freely admits:

•Pe

prys end ~e prowes
oper,

pat

plese3 al

If I hit lekked oper se~ at ly;t, hit
were littel daynte;
Bot hit ar ladyes 1nno3e pat leuer wer

nowpe
Haf pe, hende, in hor holde, as I pe
bebbe here,
,,,
To da;ty wlth derely your daynte worde~,
Keuer hem comfort end oolen her oare3,
pen much of pe gerysoun oper goldef?at
pay bauen.
( 11. 12~ 9-12 55)

rt would be ea'sy to combine these characteristics
and conclude that Gawain of

~

1a simply too good to be real.

Gawain

!E.2.

If this

the Green Knight

were indeed the

oase, then the Gawain-poet would have defeated his purpose.
Had the poet made his hero more than men, Gawain would cease
to be the effective man that be is.

The genius of the poet

presents a hero who through his action and behavior is distinctly human.

For example, Gawain is near despair as he

faces the forces or winter.
He rode in bis prayere,
And oryed ror his mysdede,
He sayned him 1n sypes sere,
And sayde, tCros Kryst me spede.t
{

{ll.

758-762)

He accepts the girdle in order to save his life in the
most-human of reactions.
He ponkked hi:r oft ful swype,
F'Ul pro ~ith hert end po3t.
Bi Pat on prynne sybe
Ho het3 kyst pe kny;t so to3t.
(11.

1866-1869)

It is bere that it is realized that the

temp~ation

theme

has not really teated, not actually challenged Gawein•a

vowa of obsst1ty.

The larger test was a

r1t1--end that test he fails in part.

of his integ-

t~st

Gawain hes been dis-

tracted by the feint of the chastity tests and has beoome.
a.victim of the unsuspected.

When he realizes that he has

been tricked his response ls a natural one:
dell

11

Bot your gor-

quo}' Gawayn 'God you for~elde" (1.2429).

As Gawain's departure from Camelot causes muoh weeping ,;and despair, his return oausea feasting and celebration.
Both sets of oiroumstanoes create exoeptionally believable
situations, and Gawain's reaction at both times shows him

to be serious, devout, capable, and humble.

Never does

the poet make him more than he oould be, but he is always
all thet he should be.

As such he fulfills his function

as a romanoe hero, the ohampion

or

the human rsoe.

Muob of the poem•s charm, however, lies in those
elements of romance found in ~Gawain ~~Green Knigpt.
The Gawain-poet begins his poero with historical references
f'elt ;to be authentic--Troy, ancient Br1 ton, Camelot.

O&·me-

lot, :with its color end glitter, seemed to be the very seat

of England•s ~lorious pest, a past real to the fourteenth
century.

Amid a scene of festivity, a scene which must

have,. been familiar to the medieval courtly audience, the
poet introduces the somewhat spectacular Green Knight.

The gigantic green figure, witb hia amazing hold on life,
his curious oolor, person1fiea the unreal, the unexplained,
the unknown terrors which all;,,men fea:r.
device

or

It is through the

the Green Knight that one can say the nknown is

brought into contention with the unknown. 11 4 Since Gawain
combines the finest of human characteristics, it is becessary that something more than human test him.

By

c~eat1ng

a world that is half real (Arthur's court) and half unreal
(Green Kn1ght-Berc1lak•s castle), the poet creates a world
which allows the hero to face any situation and to demon-.
strata his· finest qualities.

A

more~tben-buman

element

appears in the Green ¥..night later revealed to be Bercilak
who is a normal, pleasant individual caught in the hold

of Morgan le Fay:
•Beroilek de Hautdesert I hat in pis londe.
my3t of Morgne ae Faye, pat in my nous

~ur3

lens;os,

·

And koyntyse of clergya, bi oraftes wel

Pe

l6rned-

maystres of Merl1n mony ho hat7 taken •• • •
(11.

2445-2448)

As the role of the Green Knight is that of the antagonist,
he is a veh1ole of the sorceress.

The Green Kn1ght-Bero1lak

combination exists to oarry out the will of Morgan, who is
essentially the link between the real world end the

4,J!,·erk"'
on -cit •
1
,,_ n ,.. .;;;.£...
0

'

p•

576 •

u~real.
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Since Morgan is often portrayed as the sister of Arthur
and. her anger toward Camelot was well known, the fourteenthoentury audienco--fam111ar with these tradit1ons--could
easily have found in Morgan le Fay a uhifying force in

-

Actually the ten per
--------cen·c or the poem given to the marvelous can 'be traced to
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.

the machinations of Morgan,

And the poet uses the elements

of the marvelous to bind the basic

motif~ -~the

Beheading

Game, the Temptation, and the Exchange of Winnings themes-together~

-

.

.

'

·The Beheading Game is the force behind Gs-wain's

journey; his journey leads him

to

Bercllak's oastle.

The combination of the real-and unreal gives play
to the poet•s imagination and his genius.

The realistic

description of the forest Wirral:
• • • a forest ful dep, pat ferly wat;
wylde,
Hl;e h_i.l.le; on vohe a halue, and bolt. wode1 vnder
Cf bore okeJ ful hoge a hundreth togeder;
pe hasel and pe ha;porne wer£ harled al
semen,
With rore raged mosse rayled aywhere,
With mony brycde1 vnblype vpon bare twygea,
pat p1tosly per piped for pyne or pe oolde.
(11.

7L1-7J.i7)

Oontraats with the fabulous description of the area immediately approaching Berc1lak's castle:
Rede he sayned hymself, segge, bot

prye,
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Er he wet3 war in pe wod of s won in
a. mote,
Abof a launde, on a lawe,· loken vnder
bo)e3
or mony borelych bole eboute bi pe
diobes:
A castel ·pe oomlokest pat euer kny3t
. a1te,
Pyohed on a preyere, a park al aboute,
With a pyked palays pyned ful Pik,
pat vmbeteye mony tre mo Pen two myle.
~at holde on pat on syde pe bepel auysed,
As hit schemered ehd schon pur; pe schyre
oke; . . . . .

(ll •. 763.:..772)

The real! ty ot Gawain •s prayer contras ta with the unrealistic
and sudden appearance of the castle itself.

Gawain's relief

and joy at .f1nd1ng a moment or resp! te oontresta with the
hazards which he is about to face.

He bas unsuspectingly

walked into the.second test--the test of temptation.
It 1s at this p.oint that many of the. themes and literary devices of the age are drawn on to enhance the nob111ty

ot Gawatn•.s character •. Sir Gawain

~!!!!..Green

Kn1&ht, .

like most or the literature and art or the Middle Ages,
aboundsin s3mbolism, allegory, and imagery.

The struggle

which Gews1n faces becomes something of the struggle which
all men must face.

The struggle between the natural im-

pulses as opposed to the more refined attribut(;a imposed
by civilization gives a key to the universal attraction

of the poem.
p~em

lies.

It is here perhaps that the greatness of the
Like the pentangle, the perfect, endless knot,

Gawain 1s thought to be without a flaw.

Because be comes

closest to the realization of perfection, the pentangle
becomes a fitting emblem for him to bear.
The most ancient associations of the pentangle are
to be :found in the secret rites and practices surrounding
Pytbagorus and his :followers.

It 1a also connected with

the ancient r1 tes of the Greek Christians·, the Jews, and

with King Solomon. ·The letters S A L U S were often
written at each point o:f the pentangle to represent health,
o ompleteness·~ soundness of.' body and mind.

The number rive,

being composed of both odd and even numbers, contained both

good and bad properties.

However, five could also stand

for' the five wounds of Christ. and. the five joys of the .V1rg1n.

Five, because of its holy 1mpl1cat1ons, waa often

invoked to ward off beasts and unknown evils.5 The pentangle with its numerous implications thus becomes a symbol
of perfection, the goal to which all knights should strive.
The pentengle as a holy device serves to protect Gawain
from the evils which he must face.

It should be remembered

that when Gawain is so armed he is infallible.
Because Ge'iitain is a man, beoauae he 1a· human, he
is subject to temptation, to weakness.
own inadequacy even if others do not.

He realizes his
Therefore, be does

rely on the pI'otection of 'the Virgin Mary.

·. 5savage, .2£• ill•, pp. 158-159.

lle is not

unmindful of his need of her nor of his devotion to her.
Gret per1le b1twene hem atod,
Nif Mare or h1r kny3t mynne.
(11.

1768-1769)

As he lies in bed, stripped of his armor, stripped of the
shield bearing the pentangle end the likeness of the Virgin, he becomes most vulnerable.

It is then that he is

most open to temptation; it ls then that he succumbs to
temptation and accepts the girdle of Bercilek•a wife1
Although be seeks to safeguard his body with magic,
with the talisman, he is not unmindful of the danger to
his soul.

He therefore seeks on numerous occasions the

blessings of the mess.

As Gawain prepares to leave Arthur's

court he hears the mass.
So hernayst as he wet; be herkne3 bis
l'l&Sse,

Offred and honoured et pe he3e outer.

After each temptation by Bercilak•s wife, Gawain goes
to hear the mass.
And be ryches hym to ryse and rapes hym
sone,
Clepes to his chemberlayn, choses his wede,
Bo~eJ forth, quen be wet~ boun, blypely to
messe;
(11. 1309-1311)
end:

1~en

rupes hym be renk and ryses to ~e
masse,
And e1pen hor diner wet-; dy,t and derely
serued.

(11. 1558-1559)
Because he ls only a man, Gawe.in seeks the protection and
soiaoe wh1oh the Church affords.

Because he is less than

immortal, Gawain also suooumbs to the security that superstition can also afford.

It is through this capitulation

that he succumbs to the temptation of the world.

The fall

is that suffered by mankind, but the recognition of weakness is admitted by only the finest of men.

And, it is

then that Gawain comes to know himself--for to know oneself is to know one•s weaknesses.
Gawain's development in this

Englehardt summarizes

~ay:

Gewa1n had resisted the flesh, be had defied
the devil, he had succumbed to the world, and
he had come to know himself. His humility,
whioh in the beginning had savored somewhat
of polite self-deprecation (11. 354-357), had
now become pure and genuine. The endless knot
had been superseged by the knot of green silk.
This was enough.
It should be remembered that as Gawain prepares to face
the Green Knight on New Year's day, be wears the green
girdle over his surooat.

In other words, he allows

6George J. Englehardt, "The Predicament of Gawain,"
MLQ, XVI (1955), 225.
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superstition (the girdle) to take preoedenoe over the
holy symbol of perfection (the pentangle),.
The flaws which belie the outward fa9ade of Gawain's
perfection are typical of numerous points of contrast found
throughout the poem.

Suoh descriptions as the roughness

of nature as opposed to ,the glittering comfort of the court,
the coldness of winter versus the warmth of Beroilek's home,

the temptations offered versus the resistence of purity, the
ele~anoe

of dress of Beroilak•a lady versus the nakedness

of her breasts and neck, all establ1Sh the constant struggle
which challenge the human spirit.

It can be said then that

the tts1r Gawain !..!!£.!.!!!_Green Knight is a penetrating study

or

the two aspects of human experience, the two conflicting

tendencies in the life of those times--and any t1me--wh1ch
battle for dominance ln mam'.s soul."7

The Green Knight himself becomes the embodiment of
these forces, bis greenness (nature) and his knighthood
(court).

The girdle is perhaps representative of primal

urgings while the gold becomes man•s effort to be social.
Gawain wears both to save himself.

Goldhurst best summar-

izes this discussion by saying:
Gawain has yielded to the 6!'een of the

7w1111am Goldhurst, "The Green and the Gold: The
Major· 'l'beme of fil!_ Ge-wain and ~ Green Knight• n £[, XX

(1958), 63.
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girdle • • • the cause of his sh~rne, for
his entire way of life should have led him
to resist the primal call of nature, and
to cling to the ~old of the image: courtliness, g9ace, emrthe denial of natural
impulses.;
Faced with such struggle, with the decisions which Gawain
of necessity must make, it is possible to see in him all
mankind.

He suooeeds as only the finestcan succeed; be

fails as only the human oan fail.
Now, if it is the poet's 'idea to emphasize the human frailty, it is not difficult to find in the third
temptation scene the introduction of the theme of penance.
The confession scene, according to Burrow, is the
beginning of a shift in balance which is
to carry the poem out of the public world
of mirth into the private world of penance.
Its function is proleptio • • • as it antioipates the main penitential theme of
the fourth fitt.~ ·
In the earlier exchange

or

winnings scenes, Gawain

is the firs·t to step forward end willingly offers up the
kisses.

In the final exchange of winnings scene, he offers

the kisses but makes no mention of the girdle.

Perhaps

8Ibid., p. 6Q •

-

9John

Burrow, 11 'Ihe TWo Confession Scenes in Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight," !1.f., LVII ( 1959), 7~ •
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Gawain clings

~o

the girdle in.a frantic attempt to save

his life for he knows that on the very next day be must

fsoe his adversary at the Green Chapel.

Perhaps Gawain

is already ashamed that he hes broken his word before
Bercflak ever returns to collect the day•s winnings.
wain had already "hid hit
(l.

~he

Ga-

girdle] ful holdely • • •"

1875), ·thus indicating that he never had any intention

of giving the girdle to

Berc1lsk~

Nevertheless, it is

easy to find in the Green Chapel scene the pattern of the
confessional.

Gawain becomes the penitent as the Green

Knight becomes the confessor.

The three sots of the peni-

tent--contrl tlon, confession, and sat1sfact1on--cen be thus
traced.

Gawain ts sohome leads him to o onfess:

. For care. of. py knokke cowardyse me
ta3t
To acorde me with couetyse, my kynde
to forsake,
~et is larges and lewt$ pat longe3 to
kny;te~.

Now I em fawty and faloe, end ferde
hat' ben euer
Of tree be rye and vntrawpe. • • •
(ll. 2379-238~)

His confession leads bim to satisfaction:.

Lete3 me ouertake your wylle
ef~e I schal be ware.

A11c:J.

(ll.

2387-2388)

The Green Knight then absolves Gawain as be says:

53
I halde

be

polysed of pat ply3t, and
pured as clene
Aa pou hade3 neuer forfeted sypen pou
wat3 fyrst borne;
(ll. 239~-2395)
This scene should recall the earlier confessional with the
priest at Bercilak•s castle, for the two scenes are closely
10
paralleled.
The poet says or the priest
• • • be ssoyled hym surely, and sette
hym so olene
As domeJday scbulde·bsf ben d11t on pe
morn.
(11. 188;-188~)

As Gawain :: turns to the comfort ot' the Church, he
is reoogn1z1ng and admitting the transitory nature of life.
It bes been suggested that the "colors of green end gold
traditionally symbolize vanishing youth. 011 Perhaps it is

here that the poet is seeking to place certain emphasis.
'!be youthful Gawain, the noblest ot Arthur's court, has

felled in the ultimate test of loyalty.

In spite of h1s

youth, his courage, his strength, be has been defeated.
perhaps the poet is saying that regardless of the accoutrements one might have which enable him to lead the noble

75-76.
llJohn s-. Lewis, "Gawain and the Green Knight,"

lOibld., PP•

Q!, XX! (1957), 51.
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life, wl th out loyalty life a.nd living come to nothing.
.

.

The argument gains further impetus when 1 t is realized that the opening lines (11. 1-19) tell

or

the seige

and destruction of Troy, that once glorious city which ie

now "pe bor; bri ttened and brent to bronde:; end a ske;"
(1. 2) •. The downfall of that ancient city

\-JBS

brought

about through the treachery of "}'e tulk 'pat pe trammes
of treeoun per wro5t • • • " (1. 3).

Even in the begin-

ning of. the poem, .the Gawain-poet is speaking of the
fast-f'acUng glories· of ·man and the evil that comes f'rom
leak of loyalty.

The hunting scenes wb1.cb the Gawain-poet goes to
such lengths to describe must also be of symbolic value.

The obvious correlation is that Gawsin--like tb& stag,
the boar, and the fo.x--ls the hunted.
,goes .much deeper.

But the meaning

Since the poet lived during a .time

when heraldry was well known and easily. recognized by
the members

or

the.court, it is best

to

turn to English

heraldry to find the. most reasonable meaning behind the
three hunting scenes •.

Accordi:mg _to John Gu1111m, author of !. Display
~

Heraldrz, first published in 1610, the stag is thus

presented:
Nature having denied this Beast other
securities, bath indued him with two
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excellent Favours ,<above others; the One,
exceeding quiokness of Hearing, to foreknow his Hazards, and so the sooner to
prevent them (for which cause the stag 1a
among the Emblems of the :five Senses, representing the Hearing); the other exceeding Speed of Foot, to fly
the Danger
when it approachetb • • • •

nom

Guillim continues his discussion as he speaks of those who
bear the stag or hart on their arms:
Hert born in Arms • • • betokeneth sometimes one skilful in Musick, or such an
one as taketh s Felicity end Delight in
Harmony.- Also a man· that is wise and
politick, and well forseetb his Times
and. Oppor·tun1 ties; a Man unwilling to
assail the enemy rashly, but rather desir ...
ous to stand on his own Guard boniqtly,
than to annoy another wrongfully. '
In this discussion close correlation can be found
between Gawain on bis first day
on the first day of the bunt.

or

~be

temptation and the stag
stag fails to break into

the open until he absolutely has to.
and feigns sleep until

be

Gawain lleo 1n bed

absolutely has to acknowledge

the presence or Bercilsk•s lady· •
• • • and pe burne schemed,
And leyde bym doun lystyly, and let
es be slepte;
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
12c1ted in Savage, .s?..• ~., p. ~o.
1301ted 1n Savage, ~·

ill·•

P• ~l.
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Pe lede lay lurked a t'ul longe quyle,
Compast in bis aonoienoe to.quat pst
oace my3t
Meue o~er amount--to meruayle hym ~o,t,
Bot ;et be sayde in hymself, •More semly
bit were
To aspye wytb my spelle in space quot ho
wolde.'
(11. 1189-1199)

Like the stag, it is sound which makes oswain aware that
his chamber has been entered, and that be himself is under
attack.

And as in slomeryng he slode, ele7ly
be herde
·
A littel dyn at his dor, and derfly
voon;
.
And he heue3 vp his bed out of ~e
elopes
A corner of pe cortyn he oa;t vp a
. lyttel,
And wayte; warly piderwerde quat hit
be my;t.
(11. 1182-1186)

Throughout this duel the jests fly lightly and quickly
muah as the stag breaks through the thicket.
•3er sr a sleper vnaly3'e, ~at mon may
slyde hider;
Now ar 3e tan estyt. Bot true vus may
schepe,
I scbal bunde yow in your bedde, ~at be
;e trayst':
Al le;ande pe lady lanced po.bourde;,
•Goud moroun, gsy,• quo~ Gawayn pe blyPe,
Me sehal wor~e at your wille, and pat me
wel lyke3,
For I 3elde me }ederly, and ;eJe after
grace,
And pat is pe best, be my dome, ror me
byhoue3 nede •:
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And pus he bourded a3ayn with many
blype le;ter.

a

(11. 1209 ..i217)

The entire diacusa1on shows that oewa1n 1e elusive end
nimble muob as ia the stag wb1oh is eventually caught by

Beroilak ..

The

bosi- of the second dsy•s hunt is something of

another matter.

But according to English olassif1oat1on

of animals, the boar is still or the first rank or-animals.
As Gawain is the finest example of knighthood, the stag
and boar are considered to be "beasts

of

venery" or animals

of the highest order. 1 ~ Guillim discusses the meaning of.
the boar in English heraldry in the following terms:
Bearing of the Boar in Arms betokeneth a
Man of bold Spirit, skilful, pol1 tick in
warlike feats, snd One of that high Resolution, that he will rather die valorously
in the Field, than he will seoure himself
by ignominious Flight.

He is celled, in
t . atin, Aper ab asperitate, because he is

so snarp end-i'°1eroe !n oonr11ct with his
Foe. And this is e special Property in a
Souldier, that he be fierce in the Encountering his Enemy, and he bear the Schock or
Brunt of the Conflict
th a noble end mag-

wf 5

nanimous Courage. • • •

14Henry L. Savage, "The Sign1f1csnoe of tbe Hunt-

ing Soenes ," ~' XXVII (1928), 7 •
1 5c1ted in Se'ite.ge, !!!!_Gawain~, p.

b;.
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aawain•s attitude toward Beroilak•s lady on tbe second day
of temptation is marked by irreater restraint and heaviness

or

tope.

ar ;e lewed, pat alle ~e los weldej?
Oper elles 3e demen me to dille your aaiyaunoe to herken? -

Why1

(11. 1528-1529)

Gawain thus appears more direct, like tbe boar, in his
confrontation of the adversary.

On this day, Gawain makes

no pretense at being asleep.
Bercilak•s wife, likewise, 1s more forthright as
she challenges the reoumbant bero.

She--like the hunter--

persists in the conquest.
~us

hyfll rrayned pat fre. end fond et
bym ofte,
For to hat wonnen bym to wo3e, wbatso aebo ~03t elle3:
·

(11.

i5L9-1550)

The parallel continues es both Bercilak and his lady pursue noble

sequence.

n game"

on the first two days of the temptation

On the third dsy the situation cbenges.

Bercilek's pursuit of the fox 1s ruthless, vengeful.

He shows no mercy toward the elusive animal.

And upon his

return, Beroilak shows no pride in the day•s kill.

For I haf bunted al pie day, and no3t
haf I geten
Bot pis foule fox felle-pe fende haf pe
gode)•

c11. i9~;-19L!i>
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His reaction is consistent with the English approach to
both the hunt and to heraldry.

The fox was considered to

be something like vermin, an animal to be caught in any
manner and to be oeatroyed.
rected toward him.

No honor, no respeot was di-

As a result, the fox is seldom found

in British heraldry. 1 6
Correlations ere easily found, however, between
Beroilak's hunt on the third day and Gawain's bout with
the lady of the buusehold.

Beroilak•s day was not one

of sport, for once the nfelse beaat 11 was aroused in the
forest, .the hunter•s intent was to kill.

Gawain is re-

vealed on this third day to be a nr~lse man."

Beroilak'a

wife is more direct, more open than on the previous days;
she, too, is determined to triumph.

Gawain accepts the

girdle, fails to give it to his host, and proves to be
false to a generous host.
The fox in the wood makes a false turn in order
to escape the fatal stroke:
And he sohunt for ~e soharp, and schulde
baf srered;
A rsob rapes bym to, ry3t er he my3t
And ry3t bifore pe hors feta pay fel on
hym alle.

• • •
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In making the false move the fox falls into the jaws or
death.
Gawatn feels that he has survived the tests of chastity.

He fails to realize-immediately that he has foiled

the other. more important test of loyalty towsrd his host.
By e trick. Gewa1n--11ke tbe fox--has f&llenJ the use of
triokery is the direct cause of the undoing of both false
beast and false man.

Although Gawain does not die• his

treachery would be heinous to the medieval audience.
Perhaps tbe poet is implying that life ls an 1llu•
sion just as the tests were essentially not what they were
thought to be.

Such contred1et1on appears throughout the

§..!.!:.Gawain !!!2_ the.Green Kni3bt.

Gawain, believed to be

the perfect knight, is proved to be a human being.

The

Green Knight is merely a mask f'or the designlng Morgan le
Fay as she works through Eercilsk.

The old, apparently

harmless lady in Bero1lak•s hall is really e witch.

Ber-

cilsk•s wife only seems to be unfaithful since she actually
is doing her husband's bidding.

Arthur•s oourt is capable

of both ooward1oe at racing an enemy and nobility in accepting the fallen hero end sharing his guilt among them.

Bloom-

field summarizes this approach to the poem by saying that
the Gawain-poet shows thrOU£'.ll his work that

11

Life is a tissue

of eontrad1otions, even in its most ar1stocret1c end idealized
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form."17

In summary it seems that the Gawain-poet is seeking
to illustrate and to emphasize the ract that life is rarely
as it appeatts and that sucoeas is elusive.

By using all or

the observed points of contrast, by !.nvolv:t.ng a wide usage

of symbolism and parallels, tbe poet shows tbst the only
life, the only society which can obtain some semblance of
greatness and truth1 1a that life, that society, which harkens to the chivalric ideal.

Of al! the virtues promoted

by cbiv.alry the one most basic to the well being of life

is that or loyalty.

r.oyalty
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the center of.society,

since ancient times, has been the basis of the English
approach to government.

It is loyalty which prompts Ga-

wain to accept the quest; it 1s loyalty which. insists he
keep the

app~intment

at the Green Chapel; end it ls the

leek of loyalty in the final moment which promotes his fall.
The thread of loyalty seems indeed to wind throughout the
poem as it binds Beroilek•s lady•s actions to her husband's
will, and Berc1lek•s actions to Morgan le Fay.

This basic

theme. seems to be too obvious, too strongly emphestzed, to
be overlooked in any d1souss1on of thA Sir

Gawain~~

Green Knight.
1 7Morton w. Bloomfield, "sir Gawain and the Green
Knight:. An Appraisal," PMLA, LX'XV! (1961),J:"g'.-

CHAPTER VI

THE GREEN KNIGHT
No study

or

§!!:. Gawain

~

lli

Green Knight is o om-

plete without certain discussion of the unusual figure or
the Green Knight.· It bas been mentioned that the Green
Knight possibly has roots ln vegetation myth and in Celtic
tradition•

~~ese

discussions certainly lend themselves to

study; however, 1.t is well to surv_ey the contemporary attitudes of' the.fourteenth century to find what implications

could have also influenced the Gawain-poet.

It is within

the realm of possibility that the poet patterned

the ,

Green Knight after a popular fourteenth century knight.
.

,

If indeed this were the case, 1s it not also possible that
the poet drew on those situations, those lndivlduals familiar to the medieval audience, to emphasize further the chivalric ideal.

By patterning the Green Knight after en out-

standing contemporary knight, the poet might further emphasize the need to cherish loyalty even st the cost of one•s
life.

The Green Knight fails to appear in any other Arthurian material.

It is therefore possible to conclude that be

may have entered the poet's imagination through myth, through
other works, or

th~ougb

contemporary events.

Possible

oorrelstlon and 1dentlficetion may be found in ancient and
contemporary works.

For instance, in the ChaIDEion•s

~-

5s1n the antagonist appears·earrying an ax in h1a right hand.

-·----

In the Mule senz Frein
ax.

a

11

vilain".appesra oarrying a great

In Perleveus the knight enters carrying a great ax,

and 1n the Livre de Caradoc the knight carries a long sword. 1
In addition to the over-a1zed weapon, the knight is
made even more ferocious· through his -appearance •. In the · ·
Champion's

Bar~a1n

he is a hideous giant with yellow eyea;

----However, 1n Perlevaus and L1vre

in the Mule sanz Frein he emerges from an underground vault.
~

Caradoo the knight appears

to be a hsndsome·figure richly attired, a device used, perhaps,

to

contrast his beauty with bis sinister aot1v1t1es.

Through each· of these works, the knight aots as something
of an

executioner.
equated with Deatb. 2
immo~tal

As such he could easily be

Another of the marvelous attributes of the Green
Knight ia, of oourse, bis greenness.

Krappe

aug~ests

that

the color green is that of the usual dress of the Irish
fairies, that nv1rtually ell elfin tolk in Britain and
Ireland dress in green.n3 Remembering the evil task of

..

1A. H. Krappe, "Who Was the Green Knight?" Speculum,

XIII (1938), 207.

2 Ib1d., p. 208.

-

'!.!?.!!.,

p. 211 •.

the Green Knight, it is not difficult to equate him with
the underworld.

The association of green with death can be traced

through medieval tradition in suab elements as an ancient
riddle where death is said to be "greener than grass."
Randall points out that in the "Crue 1 Mother" the ghosts
of the children are dressed in green "To show that death
they had been •1n. 11

In the "Twa Sisters" the drowned girl

appears as a "gbaist see green," while in the ballad "The
Wee Wee Man" there ere twenty-four little people

cled in glistering· green."

"A'

comely.

And in ttThomaa Rymer' the hero

wears "the grass-green silk."

In the more widely read

Canterbur1 .Tales, Chsuoer•s Friar tells of a "gay yeoman".
dressed in" green, wbo admits to being s "feend dwellyng
in helle 11 ' (1. 1448) .h

Throughout the Middle Ages, the devil es a Christian sym·bol and es the counterpart of death wore a green

coat.

It can thus be said of the Green Knight that "bis

color, quite as much as his dark and grim appearance 1n
the older texts, is indicative of h1s true nature.

There

1s therefore no reason to presume that this feature [the
greenness] is a late invention."5 This interpretation gains

408 1e

B. J. Rendall~ "Was the Green Knight a Fiend?"

SP, LVII (19~7),

4Po.

5Kreppe, 2£• ~·, p. 212.

further support when it is realized that All Hallow's Eve
in the Old Celtic tradition also was celebrated as New
Year•s Eve and

es

a feast for the dead. 6

The Green Knight enters bearing the bough of holly
in aooordance with the ancient association of evergreens--

the holly 1ncluded--with death.

Krappe suggests that

there is sound reason to believe that in
the Celtic lands the holly wae closely
associated with the powers of death, that
it was a symbol or death, subsequently to
develop into a symbol of the time of the
year when the world o.f the dead stood open
and when the poor souls were ~ree to haunt
their old abodes to, warm themselves bv the
fire of the Yule Log • • • • The holly

bough • • • [is] a fitting emblem or the
Lord of Hades • • .• placed in the hand of

the grim executioner ••

~

;r

The holly was often displayed during the Christmas. and New
Year season.

According to tradition the dead souls were

free to visit their families and friends during thia season on the condition that they return to their graves when
the holly was removed from the hall.a This ancient tradition can be readily recognized as the belief that, as Krappe
suggests, there is "nothing more terrible than Death and it
6 Ibid., P• 213.

-

?Ibid., P• 215.

8Randall,

~· .21.i•,

P• 486.
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requires a knight

~

peur et !!!!.!.. reproche to accept

his grim challenge and to brave him."9
According to medieval tradition, green was also
the color most often associated with hunters.
ly seen that by using a

11

It is easi-

natural" color, the stalking of

game would be facilitated.

The association of the devil

with a hunter can be.made ea he stalks his human prey.
Through medieval literature the devil is said to appear
"with some frequency as a hunter and a knight in a green
msntle." 10 Loomis suggests that "in Welsh and Celtic lore,

the phantom bunter has been identified with the Devil or
with some wicked morta1. 1111 The Green Knight is obviously
seeking prey es he enters Arthur's court.

Later Berc1lak

stalks Gawain ss he subjects hi.a guest to a triple temptation.

In the final beheading scene, Bercilak or the Green

Knight stalks Gawain and toys rather mercilessly with him
as he lowers the ax three times.

The Green Knigbt-Berci-

lak transition is in keeping with the ancient tradition
of the devil as a sbepe-shifter--a tradition which perhaps
begins with tbe serpent whioh tempts Eve in the Garden of

Eden.
9Krappe, ~· 2..!,!•, p. 215.
lORandall, ~· cit., p. ~81.
llRoger Sherman Loomis, Celtic Myth
Romance {New York, 1927), P• 59.

!!!2.

Arthurian

The Gewa1n-poet•s use of the green flesh in addition to the green habit is perhaps to heighten the dramatic
intensity of the opening scene.

Such a device would be con-

sistent with the poet•s taste for the dramatic end the speotecular.
During the Middle Ages demons were often thought to
be capable of certain good work.
the kind, hospitable host.

Bercilak is, in many ways,

Another popular concept was that

the devil often joined hands with a sorceress es Bercilak
does with Morgan le Fay. 12 The Green Knight's aasociat1on
with the devil csr1 be further substantiated when 1 t is remembered that Gawain, in order to find the Green Knight,
must travel into the north country which

traditionally
classified as a region inhabited by the dev11. 1 3 The Green
~as

Chapel, with its opening into the ground, is an obvious
allusion to the entrance to the underworld.
to continue the devil-death interpretation of

If one wished
~

Gawain

!!!£.

the Green Knight, it would be well to remember that Gawain
must cross a river to reach the Green Chapel:
bal~ ber; bi a bonke 'pe brymme bysyde,
Bi a for? of a flode pat ferked pare:

A

(11. 2173-2174)

12

Randall, 21?.• cit., p. ~85.

l3Ib1d ., P•

489.
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He does so in the tradition of Homer, Virgil, and Dante.
Tl1e Green Knight \ ,,ults the stream as though the water

would be 1njurous to him; this idea is in keeping with
the tradition that otherworldly creatures would be dissolved by water.

In spite of the discussions which attempt to equate
the Green Knight with death or with the devil, such inter-

----of bia ability, can win

pretations cannot be firmly related to Sir Gawain Band the

Green Knight.

No man, regardless

against death.

It ls to be remembered that Gerwa1n--1n

spite of bis. suoceaaes and, more importantly, bis failure-does survive.
death.

He survives, even triumphs over certain

His tr1umpb.b1s possible merely because of the
..

Green Knight's help through the gift of the girdle, which
may or may not have tbe ab111 ty to eave life.. If the
Green Knight had been determined to have Gawain's life
he could have easily done so.

The Green Knight oould have

withheld the girdle; he could have taken it from Gawain
since the girdle is worn openly; or the Green Knight could
have done more then niok Gawain in the neck.
Knight does none

or

these things.

The Green

Other than frightening

Gawain by the feints with the ax, the Green Knight is rather
pleasant with the young Gawain.
It is possible that the poet, while dramatizing his

oreat1on through the devices of color and shape-shifting,
actually patterned the Green Knight after a contemporary
hero.
During the fourteenth century it was not unusual
for knights to associate themselves with a color.

Often

the color name beoame more famous than the Christian
name as in the case of Edward, the Black Prince, and Amdeus II of Savoy, the Red Count. 14 Such a man was Ralph
Holmes, identified by Froissart as the

11

Green Squire."

Holmes was deoapi ta ted in Mer.ch, 1369, alo!'.lg with King
Pedro of Spain and one James Roland, by the king's bastard brother Henry of.Trastamera. 1 5
There was slain with him fpedro1 a knight
from England called Sir Raoul Helme [Ralph
Holmes j , who bad formerly the surname of
the Green Squire, and another esquire of
the name of James Roland, because they ~ad
put themselves in postures of defense.l
The assassinations horrified medieval England where Pedro's
cause was favored.

It is within the realm of possibility

that tbe poet wrote the poem to commemorate the death of
1 ~Haldeen

Green Knight,

11

Braddey, "Sir Gawain and Relph Holmes the
~' LlCVII (1952), 2~1.

15rb1d.

-

16c1 ted in Braddey, ~· ill,., p. 242.
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Holmes, known to the medieval audience; he-could have been
used by the Gawain-poet to emphasize the role of the noble
kn1ght--his loyalty, his bravery, and his sacr1fioe.

How-

ever, the evidence here is too slim et this time to enable
one to draw any definite conclusion.
It should be remembered that the Green Knight--in
spite of bis unusual coloring, gigantic stature, and tenacious hold on life--reelly does nothing which is evil.
His challenge, though terrifying at first thought, remains
merely a challenge.
the success

of

For onae the challenge is scoepted,

Gawain seems to be assured.

The Green Knight

is merely the vehicle through which the challenge is issued.
In short, the challenge is necessary, not only to motivate
the action of the poem, but also to establish the latent
strength of Arthur's court.

That strength, as Gawain proves,

is in his loyalty to his lord.

That strength is confirmed

by the knights of the Round Tabla as they swear loyalty

not only to Arthur and Gawain but also to eeoh oth6r.-.

The

strength in the obivalr1o code becomes an obvious lesson.

CHAPTER VII

STRUCTURE OF THE POEM
Tbot the Gawain-poet was an experienced ana effec-

tive story teller !a obvious upon reviewing the themes end
the adventures o.f Sir Gawain and

the Gawain-poet was an

~xpert

!!!..!.

Green Knight.

That

craftsman is also obvious

upon reviewing the numerous literary techniques used within the poem.

It is because

~

Gawain

~ ~

Green Knight

is an interesting story expertly told, the poem 1s considered to be the fine romance that it is.

Much of the effectiveness of the poem depends on
points of balance.

For instance, the gay, convivial at-

mosphere of Arthur's court is lnterrupted by the horror
accompanying the Green Knight's entry and decapitation.
The coldness of the winter contresta sharply with the warmth

of Bercilekts castle.

The comfort of this castle gives no

indication of the certain death which Gawain feels he is
about to face.

Actually the narrative is carefully contrived, as
is evidenced b3 the development of its several perts.

The second fitt (11. 995-1125) in particular gives evidence of the poet's ability to handle a difficult situation.

Gawain arrives et Beroilek•s castle on Christmas
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Eve.

Although there are seven days between Ohrlatrnas end

New Year's day, .the poet can weave only six of them into
the fabric of the story.

The Christmas festivl ties con-

tinue for three days, the hunt continues for.three

daya~

The problem of the "seventh" day is handled so skilfully,
is telescoped into the other days so smoothly, that it is
possible to overlook the problem, to fail to see it at'all.

This, of course, was the poet's intent.
Gawain arrives at Beroilak's castle in time for the
Christmas feast which naturally falls on December 25:

p&

morne, as vche mon m~e3 pat tyme
dry3tyn for oure destyne to de)e wst;
borne,
Wele waxe7 in vche a won in worlde for
his sake:
On

~at

(11.

995-997)

The poet continues to describe the activities

ty-fifth at some length (11. 997-1020).
ty-sixth is mentioned briefly:

0

or

the twen-

However, the twen-

Muoh dut wat3 per dryuen

pet day ~hristmaa Day] and ~at oper [the twenty-s1xth] 11

(l. 1020). · Concerning the twenty-seventh, the poet is
equall1 abrupt; however, he does go to certain length to
convey the idea that the gestes daunsed late into the
evening ( 11. l02!f -1028) •

As the guests leave, Gawain

questions his host about the Green Knight and the Green
Chapel:
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pat 1e me telle with traw~e if euer 5e
tale herde
Of pe grene obapel, quere hit on grounde
stondeJ,
And of pe kny7t pat hit kepes~ of colour
of grene.

(11. 1057-1059)
It is through this conversation that the poet disposes of
the problem of the extra day.

Although Gawain is speaking

on the twenty-seventh, he states:
bare "Pre daye3° (1. 1066).

11

Naf I now to busy bot

The. solution is so well con-

trived that one critic summarizes the manipulation in

this way:
poet bas so skilfully managed the ellusions to dates and times that an extra day
has seemed to pass. 'Ihe three days of the
hunt seem to bring the poem to New Year's
day. 1
~be

Not only does the Gawain-poet handle hia materiel
well, but he also calls on a number of the literary types
of his age to increase the effeotivenees of the romance.
In the opening scene the Green Knight rldes into the
court of Arthur.

This event end the following ones use
the devices of the mumming play.2 This is more easily

discerned when it is later revealed that the Green Knight
is none other then the courtly, gentlemanly Bercilak.

· 1Melv1n R. Watson, "The Chronology of Gawain," MLN,
2 Elizebeth M. Wright, "Sir Gawain and the Green
Kn1 u,.h t, n ~' XXXIV ( 19 35 ) , 15 9.

LXIX {19lf 9), 6.

Bercilak has, in effect, been masquerading as a monster.
As the amateur actor, Beroilak "hales in et 'pe belle an
aghlich mays ter'' (1. 136) dressed 1 n green and riding

"A

grene hors gret and pikke • .. • " (1. 175), and waves his
green and gold ax which. is forty-five inches long,

"~e

hede of en eln3erde pe large lenkpe bade," (1. 210).

There can be little doubt that the Green Knight enjoys his
role es be rides out of the hall, bead in hand:.
halde~ vp .
euen,
Toward pe derrest on pe deoe he dresse3

For

~e

hede in his bonde be
~e

feoe,

·

And hit lyfte vp Pe y)e-lydde3 and loked
fill brode,
And meled ~us much with his muthe • • • •

For t1m1ng 1 effect, and sheer drama, this is surely one
of the most spectacular exits in English literature.
Further awareness of dramatic technique of the
Middle Ages is shown by the Gawain-poet as he cells tbe
Green Knigbt•s aeoapitatlon scene an interlude:
Wel bycommes suob craft Wreen Knight's
decapitation and departure] vpon
Cristmasse,
Laykyng of enterlude3 • • • •
(11. ~?O-~ 71)

Indeed, the Green
The Green Knight

Kn~ght
ente~s

scene comes during the banquet.
immediately after the opening
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course is served:
And pe fyrst couroe in pe court kyndely
serued,
Per hales in at pe belle dor an agblioh
mays tel" • • • •
(11.

135-136)

Immediately following the Green Knight•s departure, Arthur
bids Gawain bang the ax "ab of pe deoe" (1. h78), and then

Arthur and his. court
• • • bo3ed to a horde ~1se burnes togeder,

• • • and kene men hem serued
Of alle daynteye; double • • ••
(11 ..

481-Q83)

The third. of the literar.y techniques used by the
poet is in the genre of the poem itself.
in the opening s tsnzss:

The poet announces

"If' 3e wyl lys ten pis la ye bot on

littel quile, / I sohal telle hit • • • • " (11. 30-31).
There must have been definite reason for calling the poem
a

11

laye • 11

Garrett suggests thot the

~Gawain

and the

Green Knight was
an offering on the shrine of English patriotism, an English equivalent, in English verse,
of that·daintiest of rorms which treated of
the 'lories of. the British pest--the Breton
1a1.

3Garrett, 22.•

£.!.!.,

p. 129.

The poem does concern itself with the eristooratio world
and does .contain the unified structure of the Breton leis .J.t

The incongruity is obvious if the poem is one of patriotic
nature and yet incorporates a Uforeign" technique aa a
vehicle for expreosion.

It has been proposed that the

author confused the names Britain and Brittany:
Bo

close was the relationship between the

Bretons and the Engl1.sl:., that a law pur-

porting to come from F~ward the Confessor
reads: 11 The Bretons or Armoricans when
they oome into this realm, must be received
and protea ted in this realm as its own o 1 ti- ·
zens.· They formerly went out from the body
of this realm, or the blood of the Britons
of this realm • 11 5
By incorporating

the ancient lay in §.!!:. Gawain

~

the

Green Knight as well as drawing subjeot. matter from England• a glorious past, the Gawain-poet was seeking, perhaps, to inct>ease the tribute direo ted toward the oh1velr1c ideal.
§.!!:Gawain

~~Green

Knight is found today.in

"a single vellum manuscript" measurin·g seven inches by
five inches and bound with three other fourteenth century
poems, Patience, Purity,

and~

Pearl.in the manuscript

known es the Cotton Nero A X now in the British Museum.
hHibbard, Adventures !!:!_~Middle Ages, p.
5Garrett, ~·

211••

'04.

p. 129.

6Brian, Stone (trans.), Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight (Baltimore, 1961.d, p. 12'77
-

6
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According to Brian Stone
the writing, which is in the same hand
throughout, is late fourteenth century,
and not only has· the ink become faded,
but some of the pages were closed before
the ink was dry; hence the great difficulty of reading the poem, although many
of the blurred lett~rs have been interpreted by reading the blotted impressions
w1 th e mirror. ·r
Dating the Sir

Gawain~~

Green Knight is, at

the present time, a difficult task at best.

However, be-

cause or the type of illuminations in the manuscripts,
the descriptions found in the text of the poem of the arming of Gawain, the costumes, end the architecture, critics
are brought to general agreement .that the poem dates from
the latter half of the fourteenth century.a

To be more

specific is to base arguments on supposition.
The §.!!:. Gawain

~ ~

Green Knight is a poem of

2,530 lines. chiefly of unrhymed alliterative verse. As
though seeking to achieve a tie with the past, the Gewa1npoet used the alliterative pattern and stressed verse of

ancient English poetry.

The poem contains a hundred and

one stanzas of varying lengths; however, each stanza is
7~.
Kni~ht:

8Martha Carey Thomas, Sir Gawain and the Green
A Comparison with tbe-l'rench PercTvar-(zurlcp,

188 ) ' p. ~5 •

-
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completed by the "bob end wheel"--or five short rhyming
lines.· Although no attempt is made to interlock the rhyme
scheme

or

the "bob and

wbee1·~n

the five final lines end

in an alternating rhyme pattern.

The general metrical

pattern of the "bob and wheel" is .._/....,/..,/ with the oooas1onal addition of a syllable or a feminine ending.
Since the:re ls no reguler·metricel·psttern through·
out the poem, the long lines usually' fall . into one of
three groups :

1.
2.
~.

Metrically clear lines indicating a
four-stress scansion.
Metrically oleer lines 1nd1oeting a
seven-stress scansion.
Metrically ambiguous lines whioh-cen
be read without distortion aooording -to either soansion.9

The extended long lines seem to be of two types:
l.

2.

The first half-lines oan be adapted
to a reeding with two chief syllables in which a :secondary emphasis
is not required.
·
The f1rst half-lines contain three
heavy syllables or two major syllabl6S and one minor syllsble.10

Sir Frederick Madden, who first published the poem

9summsrized from the discussion presented by Marie
Borroff, The Si~&e of Sir Gawain~~ Green Knight
(Northampton,
O)-;-"p:-1"78.

-

lOibid ., P• 198.
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in 18;9, established the traditional four divisions of the
poem. 11 His divisions were based on those marked by .four
large initial letters which are said to be blue flourished
with red. 12 These letters, according to Hill, possibly indicate
aome awareness of the intricate texture of
the narrative fabric which bes given us Sir
Gawain and the Green Kni~t, an-awareness-• •• wEIObcou!d harary-ave origioeted with
the aar1be of the Cotton Nero A X. '
Perhaps there should be nine divisions within the
poem sin?e there are, in addition to the four large initials,
five smaller scribal initials.

It is entirely reasonable

to assume that the smaller initials as well as the larger
ones indicate certain divisions within the poem.

Each initial does occur at a recognizable stage or the story. 1L
The arguments concerning the divisions of the poem
may be of interest; however, the divisions in no way change
the meaning of the poem.

The poet remains the master crafts-

man end bis poem remains a monument to the chivalric ideal.

11H1bbard, Adventures in !!!!_ Middle Ages, p.

29h.

12Laura Lyttleton Hill, "Madden's Divisions of Sir
Gawain and the Green Kn15ht and the •Large Capitals• or--"
the Cotton Nero .4 X, 11 Speculum, XXI (19~6), 67.
.
1 3Ib1d., P• 71.

-.

l4Ib1d., pp. 70-71.

-

CHAPTER VIII
OF THE POET HIMSELF

Of the Gawain-poet himself, much has been said but
little baa been definitely established.

----

From Sir Gawain

!,E.2. the Green Knight, it is eesy to surmise certain characteristics of the poet•s personality end some
fluences which worked on him.

or

the in-

However, at the moment, little

factual information has come to light which definitely 1dent1f1ea him.
Binoe the other poems ot the Cotton Nero A
~'

Puritz and !!!!_ Pearl, resemble

x,

~Gawain ~

~

!!?!.

Green Knight in structure and verse patterns, it is generally believed that they were composed by the same author.
TbeQe poems certainly indicate that their author was a
man of considerable artistic taste and talent, that he
bad an eye for detail and, socord1ng to savage, was
a moralist • • • with a lively interest in

nature, costume, armor, jewels, furniture,

and the ways of the courtly circle, but one
who nevertheless conceives of art and ~oetry
as handmaidens to virtue and religion.

--

Since the poet•s vocabulary in Sir Gswa1n and the

-

lsavage, The Ga~ain ~' p. xvi.
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Green Knisbt incorporates a number of words of Scandinavian origin and the dieleot uaed is that of the Northwest Midland area or, more spee1f1oally, that dialeot
used in the Peak District

o~

Derbyshire or possibly in

Yorkshire West Riding of Lancashire, there seems to ba
11 ttle doubt that tbe Gawain-poet bad firm associations
With that area. 2
1he inflection of tho present indicative, for ex-

ample, corresponds to the dialects

or

Cheshire, Lenoaebire,

and moat or the Nol"thwest Midland counties.

The es in· the

preterit singular has been found in Lancashire; the use of
sohin and scbun as the plural for shall has been found in

-

Nor.folk. ·Representation or the Old English a before single
.

or the Old English eo as u
- to emphasize the §.!.!:. Gawain end !.!!.!., Green Kni5bt

nasals as o ea in mon, and use

-.

and ue tend

and, Northwest Midland ties.3 Not only does tbe poet use
the

langua~e

of the Northwest Midland area, but he also

shows a familiarity with customs peculiar to.that area.

The holly bob, for example; carried by the Green Knight
was a sign of peace, of truce, in Lancsshire.h
Tbe story of Sir Gawain

~

!!'!!_ Green Knight appears

. 2 Ibid • , p. $.

's.- J. Menner, "Notes501.J-51r;on Sir Gawain end the Green
-----

Knight/ ~, XIX (193~),

4savage1 The Gawain Poet, p. 16.
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to be too wordly to have been written by a olerio unless
he took orders late in life.

In order to reoall and to

describe so accurately such scenes as the court of Arthur,
the srm1ng or Gawain and the hunt soenes or Beroilak, the
poet must have been attached to a wealthy household of the
Northwest Midland area.

It has been mentioned that the

only two knights of the Order of the Garter having such
holdings in Lancashire were Enguerrand de Couoy·and John
of Gaunt.5

It is therefore easy to surmise that the poet

was aseooiated with one or both of these households, for
it is necessary to create from one's experlencee--few artists oan describe convincingly situations with which they
have bad no contact.
It is certain that the poet bad certain knowledge
of legal terminology, if he indeed did not work in some such
legal office as the Chancery.: Suoh legalisms es "fyn
forwards and ·f'aste" (1. 1636) do, suggests Savage, "betray
the poet ts o ourae

or

thinking in leisure • • • and sh ow

the oonfliot in bis own mind between the law (man-made or
divine) and human frailty.

How far were men bound by the
solemn obligations that they th.emselves assumed?" 6
In short there 1s little which can be said specifically

5~., PP• 10-11.
6

-Ibid.,

p. 21.

of the GB"Wain-poet.

Until further information is uncovered,

it 1s best to turn to the

~Gawain ~~Green

Knight,

and the other poems attributed to the poet, for the slight
hints o oncerning the author.

He must have been a man of

keen in_sight with an eye for artistic detail.

He must have

had certain associations with the court or with those close
to the king, for the poet creates detailed and believable
soenes of the courtly life.

He must have understood human

frailty and gloried in human nobility.

He was probably as

sensitive to the events of the fourteenth century as he was
to minute detail.

It is, therefore, entirely credible t.11at

the Gawain-poet felt the need to contribute to the re-establishment of tbe grandeur of the chivalric coee in response .
to the actions of Edward III.

The king re-established the

Round Table and created the Order of the Garter to achieve
this end.
Knight.

-

----

The Gawain-poet created Sir Gawain and the
Green
___,....
-

Could a loyal subject have done less??

7For Savage's suggestions for the identification of
the Gawain-poet see Appendix III, p.

SID•fMARY

Although

no one can look into the mind of the Gawain-

poet, although no time-machine oan thrust the student into
the fourteenth century, although one oan only surmise the
poet•a intent, it seems reasonable to say that the poet-with a sensitive, creative mind and an intellect tuned to

the excitement incited by the rebirth of the obivolric tradition--created a work to embellish this movement.

The very

themes of s·aorifl:ce, of loy·alty begotten in the ancient cmnitatus of Anglo-Saxon Brita in, the very names of Bercilak,
Gawain, and Arthur rooted in Celtic tradition, the very
oboioe of verse form in the lay, all seem to have been garnered to present a tribute to the ch1valr1o ideal.

_______

Because of extensive modern scholarship,

2!.£.

Gawain

....__ has been examined from every vantage
end the Green Knip,ht

point.

Its themes, its origins, its symbolism, its struc-

ture have been. exposed to such close scrutiny that !t is
possible to overlook the obvious intent of the poem.

The

oboice of setting, the choice of characters, the choice of
themes, and the choice of verse form all have in common at

least one basic intent.

That intent seems to have been to

bring before the courtly fourteenth century audie.noe the
glittering picture of the chivalric code with all of its
historic and traditional 1mpl1oat1ons.

Into this audience is brought the young and naive
Gawain who shows his allegienoe to bis lord and accepts

the awful challenge by saying:
Quot sohuld 1 wonde?
or destines derf and dere
What may mon do bot fonde?
(11.

563-565)

It is perhaps here that the discussion of Sir Gawain
the Green Knlsht should begin.

~

APPENDIX I
.
.
·.
1
Buchanan provides the following chart of parallels of the temptation motif:

CURI0 1 S GASTLB

SIR GAWAIN AND THE GREEN

KM!GHT
l.

Three

2.

3. Gawain 1s hero
~.

Entertained by Green
Knight• s wife

5.

She carries out Green
Knight's instructions

hero~s

1.

Three heroes

Arrive at castle at nightfall

2.

Arrive at castle
at nightfall

3.

Chief '.bero-Cuohulinn

;.

Chief hero-Gawain

4.

Entertained by Curio's wife

4.

Entertained by
Garl•s wife

5.

She is carrying out Curio's

instructions

6. Three-day test period

6. Three-day test period

7.

7.

Green Knight absent
during tests

8.

Curio absent durlng·tests
F~1lure

of Loegaire and

Cons 11

9. Beasts attsok Cucbulinn
10.
11.

CARL

Spear burling

Test by Green Knight's

8. Failure of Baldwin and Kay

9. Inimical beasts
10.

Spear hurling

11.

Test by Carl's
wife

12.

Gawain best
knight
CD

wife

12.

Gawain beat knight

12.

1 Bucbanan, o
oit
~~4 •
.£E..· · , p • """"

Cucbulinn is champion

°'
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APPENDIX II
liulbert 1 s list of orders established in the late fourteenth century:
"Duke John IV of Eri ttany, Order of' the .Ermine, 1381
ttAlbert of Bavaria, Count of Hainault, Order of St.

Anthony, 1382

"Enguerrand de Ceuay • Earl of .Bedford, Order of the Crown,

1390

"Alphonso XI of Castile, Order of the Banc, 1332
11

King John of France, Order of the Ster, 1351

''Louis of Taren to, Order of the Holy Sp1r1 t, 1352
"Louis· II, Duke of Bourbon, Order of the Shield of Gold,

1)69

11

Louis of France, Duke of Orleans, Order of the Porcupine,

1394

n Bouoicant,

Marsha 1 of France, Order of the White Lady

with the Green Shield, late fourteenth century

0

0ount of Burgundy, Civaliera of' St. Geo:c-ge, late fourteenth century."

1

Hulbert,

~· ~·,

p. 715.
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APPENDIX III
Henry Savage's suggestions oonaerning the identity of
the Gawain-poet:
"A searcher through the Register

or

John of Gaunt, the

Calendars of Close, Patent, end Charter Rolls, end unpublished material in the Public Record Office of the Duchy

ot Lancaster in.the fourteenth century, finds frequent
mention of members of the Lancashire family of Hornby.
The family, apparently of North Lancashire origin, followed
the fortunes of John of Gaunt and his close kinsfolk, end

profited by doing so.
"A John de Hornby in 13 Ed. II was possessed of freewsrren

in Ireby (Lanes.); Cal. Rot. Chart, p.

153. Ireby is part

of Thornton parish (Yks.) •. The township is situated east
of Whittington (Lanae.).

Whittington Manor and the advow-

son of Thornton ohurob were part of the Couey holdings.
John Hornby purchased land in N. Lanes. in 35 Ed. I

Fines, Part II, p. 41, note 1).

1

(Lands.

An Edmund de Horn(e)by

held three oxgangs of land in Claughton-in-Lonsdale in

1346 (Viet. Hist. of Lenos. 211). The Hornby who seems
to have made the family fortunes was William, a trusted
servant of John of Gaunt.

He bad also served in the Hsna-

per (Dept. of Enrolling and Sealing) of the royal chancery
("cler!cus Hanaper11 regis et duels,") D. King's Rememb. 32,
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Append I, 35h, Roll of Fines, Letters Close and Pat.,
end Charters).

He must have been a notable pluralist,

for he had been rector of the church at Ribcbester

(1349-64), Viet. Hist. of Lanes. 7. 41, note h5, and
was holding from 1367-88 (ibid, P• 265) the church of
St. Michaels-on-Wyre (Cal. Close Rolls

1369-7~).

Enguerrand de Oouoy•s Nether Wyresdele lordship included
a large part of Wyresdale perish (Viet. Hist. of Lanes.

7. 300). The reference from the Close Rolls cited a
short while ego also tells us that Hornby had at one
time been granted possession of land and rent in Whittington, a manor held e1 ther wholly or in_ part by Couey
(Viet. Hist. of Lanes. 242"".'43).

-

One wonders ·whether··

be had secured his grant through the favor of the Earl
or Countess of Bedford,
ence with his sister.

o~

by vjrtue of Geunt•s influ-

He was receiver for the Duchy of

Lancaster in John of Geunt•s household by August, 1371
(Reg. of John of Gaunt 1372, no•. 780} and in 138;
chancellor of the Duchy exchequer (reg. of John of
Gaunt 1379-83,. I • .xxii-111).

Tenure of these pos1 tiona

evidently gave him opportunity to grow wealthy, for we
find frequent mention of his name in agreements or deeds
concerned with the holding or transfer of lends in the
county.

Recognizance deeds of D. K. R. (32 App. I,

p. 362) show that he wss in the custom of making loans

90
to the smaller landholders of his county.

~be

fact that

be ls named aa one who hed an interest in a lawsuit over
a moity of the manor of Winmarleigh in Garstsng, formerly
held by William de Couey (was it granted again to Enguer•
rand after his appearance in EnglandY), shows that he

bad connections within the area

or

the Earl of Bedford's

landed interest; see Viet. Hist.

or

Lanes.

7. ;06, note 11.

"More interesting than William is a certain Robert de Hornby.
In 1358 he ma1npr1zee Jobn de Ditton, king•s clerk; see

Oal. Fine Rolla, 1356-68, 7. 57.
king'• clerk in 1360 (op. cit.

He is mentioned as s

7. 125-26).

On June 1,

1365, he was appointed along with William de Wykeham, as
an attorney for Enguerrand de Couey for two years (Cal.

Pat. Rolls 1364-67, p. 105).

Appointment was doubtless

made because as a Lancashire man he must have been thoroughly familiar with Coucyts holdings in that county.

Is

he the same Robert de Hornby to whom, end to his wife
Margery and son William, Gilbert de Kighlye (ey) granted
in

1357 bis share of tbe stream and fishing of the river

Wyre between Crossford and Skepulford {Viet. His. of Lanes.

7. 277 note 8)? It is interesting to note that the lordship of the territory mentioned above bed belonged to
William de Couoy.

Between 1;66 and 1371 a certain Tbos.

de Rigmaiden demised Wedacre in Garstang (a Couey lordship) to his son John, if he married Margaret, daughter
of Robt. de Hornby (Viet. liist. of Lanes. 7. 316).

Is
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this last Robert identical with the preceding one, or
with Robert the king's clerk?
"A certain Willi.'am de Hornby (evidently not John of Gaunt•s

receiver) appears to have risen high in the last years of
Richard II.

lie is mentioned as king's attorney (Cal. Close

Rolls 1389-92 PP• 114-267) and apparently attained the
high dignity of sergeant of the law (Cal. Pat. Rolls

1396-99, p. 2) in 1396. A William de Hornby, a yeoman
o.f the livery or the crown, was appointed on April 22,
1397 .. keeper of ·Rys.ebank Castle near Calais (Cal. Pat.
Rolls 1396-99 • p', 112), but he may have been a relative
of William the attorney.

In 1387 Sir Richard de Hoghton

demised his lends in Great Sowerby--part of the Wyresdale
lordship belonging to the Guinea family in 1324--to
William de Hornby the younger for life.

Whether this

William be the William last mentioned (or the king's

at.torney, 1f that official be not the yeomen of the

livery), I have· not as yet been able to find out, but
it is noteworthy that a Hornby is again mentioned in
connection
n On May 10,

wi~h

the Couey lands.

i;91, pardon

is granted to Richard de Hornby

for illegally crossing the sea with the dowager Countess
de Vere, Philippa de Couoy•s mother•ln-l9W 1 to see her
son (Cal. Pat. Rolls

1388-92, p. Lo7). Was this the same

Riobard who in 1372 was indicted for robbery committed in
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Lancashire .. {Cal. Pat. Rolls 1370~74, p. 217)?
in a letter patent dated June 2,

Finally,

1377, Sheen, ment1on

is made of' Wilkin·oe Hornby as "a former servant of the
Earl of Bedford'! (Oai. Pat. Rolls,

1374-77, P•

~77).

"It 1s, then, possible that the last name of the, G-poet
might bave been prosaic Hornby, though it is impossible
to find a single pieae of direct evidence that justifies
us in the

surmise~.

If it be objected that it would have

been Unlikely that busy and hard-headed men of affairs
as the Hornbys wrote or bed time for poetry, we must not
forget Chaucer." 1

lsavsge 1 The Gawain ~. pp. 213-216.
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